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Methodology 
To assess the Center’s compliance with the Settlement Agreement, the Monitoring Team 
undertook several activities. 

a. Selection of individuals: The Monitoring Team requested various types of information 
about the individuals who lived at the Center and those who had transitioned to the 
community. From this information, the Monitoring Team then chose the individuals to be 
included in the monitoring review. This non-random selection process is necessary for the 
Monitoring Team to address a Center’s compliance with all provisions of the Consent 
Decree. 

b. Onsite review: The Monitoring Team was present onsite at the Center.  
c. Review of documents: Prior to the onsite review, the Monitoring Team requested several 

documents regarding the individuals selected for review, as well as some Center-wide 
documents. During the week of the review, the Monitoring Team requested and reviewed 
additional documents. 

d. Observations: The Monitoring Team observed individuals in their homes, day/work sites, 
and other locations at GRC during regularly occurring activities. Specific activities were 
also scheduled and observed, such as administration of medication, implementation of skill 
acquisition plans, and mealtimes. 

e. Interviews: The Monitoring Team interviewed several staff, individuals, clinicians, and 
managers. 

f. Monitoring Report: The monitoring report details each of the various outcomes and 
indicators that comprise each section of the Settlement Agreement. A summary paragraph 
is provided for each section. In this paragraph, the Monitor provides some details about the 
provisions that comprise the section.  

 
Organization of Report 
The report is organized to provide an overall summary of Glenwood Resource Center’s status as it 
relates to the Consent Decree. Specifically, for each of the lettered sections of the Consent Decree, 
the report includes the following sub-sections:  

a. The Monitor has provided a summary of the Center’s performance on the indicators in the 
lettered section.  

b. Indicators were developed as part of the monitoring plan and tool listed under paragraph 
248. These indicators break down the Consent Decree paragraphs into measurable actions 
and components. 

c. Paragraphs and their related indicators were determined to be in: 
a. compliance if 80% or greater consistency or presence was noted. 
b. partial compliance if between 50%-80% consistency or presence was noted. 
c. noncompliance if <50% consistency or presence was noted. 

d. Throughout this report, reference is made to specific individuals by using a numbering 
methodology that identified the individuals according to their assigned numbers.  

 
Executive Summary 
The Monitoring Team wishes to acknowledge and thank the individuals, staff, clinicians, managers, 
and administrators at Glenwood Resource Center for their openness and responsiveness to the 
many requests made and the extra activities of the Monitoring Team during the review. The 
Center Superintendent supported the work of the Monitoring Team and was available and 
responsive to all questions and concerns. Many other staff were involved in the production of 
documents and graciously worked with the Monitoring Team; their time and efforts are much 
appreciated. 



The following sections below were identified as being either in substantial, partial or
noncompliance with the Consent Decree. Sections that are in substantial compliance may no

longer be actively monitored.
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SectionA: Research (41-47
‘Summary: A Research policy existed that would ensure formed consent by the individual and/or guardian and
guide the center in ensuring all levelsofsafety were in place. Per interview, there was no research currently
taking place at GRC nor was there an intent to have any in thefuture.Additionally, all staffof all levels had been
provided with trainingregardingthe Research policy.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 41-Paragraph 47

Tran individual participates in research, the
a. residentorguardian hasprovidedwritten InformedConsentfor such research.
b. Research hasbeen independently reviewed.
par. 41,4

TE ry
reasonable (par. 42

[minim amsta aeam. [% |
par. 43

] “All residentssubjecttoResearchwerefreetoceaseparticipation in such Research at anytime andforany.
reasonwithoutperceived oractual epercussion orotier negativeimpactto theresident, (par. +1)

[5 Only rainedstaf conduct esearch (gar. 45) sc]
[6 Flies ed Freseearnserarsom pram Soin and wi

current, generally accepted professional standards regarding. theconductof esearch. (pa. 45

[mp sesemotesereee J]noncompliancewiththe requirementsofSection Iv.A
Comments:
1. Individualswerenot subjectedto any form of esearch basedupon the reviewofpolicies,

procedures, documentation, and interview Pe interviewwith the GRC Director and HHS,
researchof anykind wil notoccurat GRC.

2. Indicators 2:7were basedonwhat was included in the Researchpolicyasnoindividuals
were involved in any formofresearch. ThePolicydated 5/23/22statedthtforan
individual to participatein research there must beclear informedconsent and the
identified research must be reviewed to ensure risks arereviewedand all methods of
mitigation are implemented. fthe individual was unable oprovide such consent, then
the legal guardian may provide consent on their behalf. Any research-related proposals
wereto be presentedtoand approvedby the Human Rights Committee.

“The OfficeofResearch Integrity withinHHSappeared tomonitor annually for research
‘misconduct as noted on 1/4/22 and 1/9/23. Polices, certification,andany related
research activities were part ofthis review.

Alistwas provided showing that alstafcontinue tobe trained in the Research Policy.
“Thistrainingdated back to April 2023 andincluded the monthsof Mayand June 2023.
Trainingwasprovided to al levelof staffing. As of the 6/5/23, report, 91.14% of al staff
had been trained.
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Section B: Integrated Interdisciplinary Care and Services (48-5
‘Summary: ISPs generally included services, supports, and treatments.Asidentified in SectionC,those.
assessments were not always adequate foridentifying needed support and treatment. An important component
of person-centered planning missing from the ISP was the determination ofwhat skills the individual wanted to

=
AE ei

‘Every GRCresidentshallreceive,consistent withcurrent,generallyaccepted professional standards of
care: person-centered planning, and individulizedprotections,services, supports,and treatments. (par.

ISm———
[mmo ove ————
Er
[5areasonfornon-participationinthedocumentation,when applicable.(par #95L,183b) [Nc |

[areae 1regardingdevelopingskills,working, dailyroutines, and engagementwith their community, including

AEWlTT
EeTe
[>imembersareknowledgeable regarding ISPoutcomes,supportsandservicesforindividuals.(par.54)[Sc |
[10 Tindividualsandtheirguardiansareinformedofchangesintreatment,supportsandservices.(par.55)_ [sc |SysEI

Ar me
JCn

LSMuu —"_
[15 ifpersonaloutcomesweremet,theIDTmetand updatedormadenewpersonaloutcomes(par.S6e) |N/A |
[16Tiftheindividualwasnotmakingprogress,activityand/orrevisionsweremade(par.567) [N/A |AwoeT

inviting them to attend annual ISP meetings, other IDT meetings, and monthly reviewa TTTSsenI
,



positive to see hata person-centered preference assessment was completed or each
individual in the review group.
To review this sectionof the Consent Decree,ase of ISPs was reviewed. Individuals and
therguardians routinely participated inthe development ofthe ISP.
Person centered planning should be used a part ofa discovery process to identify
individual's references in areas suchas recreation, relationship, housing vocational
preferences,and/orothermeaningil day activites That discovery proces should drive
the development ofan ISP that outlines support, services, and trainin focused on
helpingth individual achieve their vision forwhat their life might ook ike in a loss
restrictive seting, GRC's ISP process was centered around activities available at the
city and identification of ving options that might be availabetsupport the
individuals needs without considerationof other important parts ofthe individuals ie.

2. The ISP documented various assessment ndings and recommendations, including
supports needed, but tha information was not integrated into one comprehensive plan
that was based on th individual'svision an goalsforthe future, including preferences
forliving options, working, dailyroutine, opportunitiesfor communityintegration, and
building relationships.
Forall individuals,manyassessments were not submitted atleast five daysprior to the
annual ISP meeting, 0 those support needs and recommendations could notbe
integrated nto the SP. When available, they were oftentimes pasted nto the SP
document with no evidenceofdiscussion.

3. Eachindividual had an SP tha was updated atleast annual. Changes were made
throughout theISPyear when warranted within the monthly integrated review process

4. For five of seven individual, th individual and thir LAR had the opportunityto
participate in service planning meetings about thei services and had he opportunityto
provide input o cach of their service plans and/or revision ofthat plan. Individua Jill
‘nd IndividualJ’ guardians did not attend their annual ISP meetings. Other
opportunites forparticipation;input were not documented

5. Forthetwoguardians that did not attend annual SP meetings,a reason or non-
participation was not found in the documentation provided.

6. 159s did not provide opportunities or individuals to explore new activities particularly
related to work and day programming. None ofthe 15s included goals and objectives
related to work and day programming other than to incresse attendance. Some

individuals spend mostofthedayintheir homeswith limited opportunities or
engagementorexposure to new activites. Al individuals had opportunites togo on
excursions into the community. IDTs were documenting data related to where the

individual went, however, did not documenthow th outing relatedtothe individual's
preferences the individual’ rection to the outing. or any training that occurred during
he outing Documenting his detail night have ld to recommendationsfo dayand
vocationalsupports oinclude i discharge)transition planniv,

«individual
+ Jndvidual

+ ending
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• Individual   
  

  
 

• Individual   
   

• Individual    
 

 
 

 
None of the action plans offered opportunities to explore community-based activities or 
engage in integrated activities in the community, such as banking, going to church, 
participating in retirement programs, joining community groups, attending classes, 
volunteering, etc. so that individuals were better able to make informed choices 
regarding what they wanted to do during the day and where they wanted to live.  

 
7. Relevant assessments were missing for all individuals prior to ISP development, so it was 

unlikely that protections, planning, services, support, and treatments could be based on 
reliable comprehensive assessments that were conducted routinely and in response to 
significant changes in the individual’s life. See H.1.8 for more detail on late and missing 
assessments prior to ISP development. Comments on the quality of assessments are 
included in Section C. 
 

8. IDTs met often to review changes in services and support, individuals and their 
guardians were invited to participate in discussions. There was evidence that guardians 
were routinely contacted when supports were added or changed. Consent was 
documented for most changes, however, there were instances where documentation was 
not found to confirm that individuals and their guardians had provided informed consent 
regarding the benefits and risks of all treatments and supports. For example,  
• Individual   

 
   

 
. 

 
9. IDT members were knowledgeable regarding ISP outcomes, supports, and services for 

individuals. Multiple QIDPs and direct support staff were interviewed throughout the 
Monitoring Team’s visit. All were able to discuss supports and services for individuals. 
 

10. Individuals and their guardians were informed of changes in treatment, supports, and 
services through communication with the QIDP and monthly integrated reviews. 
Additionally, IDT meetings were held when there was an immediate need for discussion. 
Individuals and guardians were invited to participate in all IDT meetings, as well. 

 
11. The monthly integrated review process was the process in place to review the status of 

all services and supports at least monthly.  
• For Individual ,  

 
 

• For Individual ,      
  

  
 

12. Monthly reviews for all individuals included a process for reviewing data for any 
emerging risks. When emerging risks were identified, a plan was to be developed and 
tracked for implementation. However, they were not shared with the IDT, so that plans 
were revised when needed. See details regarding the assessment of risks and data 
collection in section C.iv.3 
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13. -16. Missing from all monthly integrated reviews were data related to personal goal 

achievement, so progress could not be determined. IDTs were not developing 
measurable action steps for achieving personal goals and QIDPs were not commenting 
on whether progress towards goals had been made. See additional comments for H.i.6 
regarding personal goals. 

 
17. There was no documented evidence of disagreement among team members to review. 

  



Section C: Clinical Care (58-6
‘Summary: Overall, GRC residents did not receive quality integrated preventative, chronic, and acute clinical care,
and services, including psychiatric, psychological, medical, nursing, pharmaceutical, pain management, seizure.
‘management, and habilitation therapy services, consistent with current, generally accepted professional
standardsofcare.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 60

"GRC residents shall receive quality Integrated preventativechronic,and acute clinical care,and services,
including psychiatric, psychological, medical, nursing, pharmaceutical, pain management, seizure
‘management,andhabliationtherapyservices, consistent with current, generally accepted professional
standardsofcare. (To meet criteria with this indicator, ll the indicatorsfor Section C mustbe me)

[aresident's medical, behavioral,orfunctional status to ensure thetimelydetectionofand response to
residents needs. (par. 59.74.62)
Diagnoses shall be clinically appropriate and consistent with the current Disgrostc and Statistical Manual
ofMental Disorders and the International Statistical Classificationof Diseases and Related Health Problems.

par. 60)

[eC| |anddiagnoses. Clinicians shal conductdirect assessmentsconsistentwithcurrent,generally accepted 4%
professionalstandardsof care. (par. 61,74,76,106,111 49
‘Clinical indicatorsofthe effectivenessof treatments, supports,ad ierverions shal be determined na

clinically justified manner.(par,62,8496)

LD a]‘monitored. (par. 638497)

[|[mmr |indicators. (par. 64)
“GRC shall routinelycollect, analyze, and act on valid and reliable data sufficient to ensurethatthe dlmical | NC
careandservicesprovidedto GRC residentsareconsistentwithcurrent,generallyaccepted professional
standards and implemented in anappropriate manner: Where such datashowtha clinical care and
services, or theirimplementation, do not meet such standards, GRC clinicalstaffshall appropriately address
the deficiency. (par, 6
"GRC's quality management system shall include processes 0 ensure that the provisionofclinical care and
servicesatGRCareconsistentwith current, generally accepted professional standards and implemented in
an appropriate manner. The State shall ensure data related tothe provisionof clinical careand services is
shared with GRC's QualityManagement program andthatthe data s valid,analyzed,and utilizedfor GRC's
quality improvement, pursuantothe processes setforth inSection IV.X.(par66)

“Wheneverproblems are identifiedundertheprocesses set forth in Paragraphs 65-66, GRC shall develop and
implement plans to remediate the problems. (par. 67)

Comments:
1. Examplesofcurrent challenges included gaps in preventive care,specifically,not

following current immunization guidelines forseveral ofthereviewed individual. Other
examples included documentation gaps concerning progress noteswiththe required
‘components when reviewing consultations, pos hospitalprogress notes until resolution
ofthe illness and stabilization ofthe individual, andlackofinterval medical eviews.

2. Assessmentswere onlyperformed on a regular basis at th timeofthe annual review.
“Therewasnoevidenceofa 90-dayreview, which i recommendedfo this population of
individualswithcomplex medical andpsychiatricchallenges.

10
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3. All diagnoses were clinically appropriate and consistent with the current Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and the International Statistical Classification of 
Diseases and Related Health Problems. 

 
4. For  there was lack of ongoing monitoring for those individuals 

hospitalized and discharged back to the facility. Two synchronous days of follow-up with 
documentation of assessment is expected for all hospitalizations. For the following 
individuals, two  were lacking: Individual  

, and , Individual 
  Individual -

, and . A note by the 
 and  that reviewed the events leading up  

was not always completed (Individual ).  
 

5. For indicators 5-7, treatments, supports, and interventions needed improved 
documentation when returning from a hospitalization (  
Individual  and Individual . There was no daily close monitoring  

was documented by the PCP. Without 
sufficient monitoring, effectiveness of treatment could not be determined. Whether 
modification of clinical treatment was needed likewise was not documented. The medical 
record was often lacking when an  was resolved, as there was no closure note 
confirming resolution of  

 
8. GRC submitted documentation that included a Monthly Quality Indicator Report for the 

months of January 2023-June 2023. This included data on lacerations requiring sutures or 
Dermabond, fractures, ER visits, hospitalizations, infirmary/quarantine, bowel 
obstruction, dehydration, and medication variance.  
 
Information was not analyzed to target areas needing improvement, and there were no 
action steps and responsible parties with timelines to resolve the concern. 
 

9. GRC submitted documentation minutes of the Medical Quality Council dated 4/11/23, 
5/9/23, 6/13/23, and 7/11/23. Analysis of the most recent 12 months of data was 
reviewed for any trend in multiple health care indicators. Indicators reviewed each month 
included aspiration pneumonia, dehydration, bowel obstruction/ileus, respiratory 
infections, urinary tract infections, health care related infections, ER visits/on campus 
transfers/hospitalizations, skin breakdown, lacerations requiring closure with sutures or 
Dermabond, underweight status, obese status, and unplanned significant weight change. 
These Quality Council Meeting minutes provided evidence that the medical department 
data were shared with the GRC Quality Management program. Also see Indicator 10 
below. 

 
10. Trends were identified in the most recent rolling 12 months of data, but there was no 

discussion about which trends were significant and needed an action plan and responsible 
department for the minutes of 4/11/23-6/13/23. That is, whenever problems were 
identified, there was no information as to the creation and implementation of corrective 
steps involving one or more of the healthcare departments. For the 7/11/23 meeting, the 
minutes indicated two recommendations with assigned party and follow-up date. The 
recommendations were specific to individual events. It was a positive step that the 
medical director was acting on the rich database accumulated. There was no systemic 
recommendation identified leading to an action step. A separate Interdisciplinary QI data 
form was submitted that provided a summary of data per areas of risk, listed as a total per 
month for each of the defined risks. 

 
  



SectionCi - Supervision and Management of ClinicalServices (68-72)
Summary: GRC provided appropriate and competent supervisionofclinical services and employed sucient
medical staff. Areas to focus included the ability to update Face sheets to ensure appropriate and relevant data
as well as the developmentofaction steps with assignment of responsible party and follow-up date to resolution
for any medical concern.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph68. Paragraph 69,& Paragraph 70.

Laeee asgeo>en Jappropriate rainingandcredentials. (par. 66]
"GRC shallemploy adequate numbersof clinical lf with appropriate (aiming, credentials, competence, and
expertise to providetheclinical services identified hereinto a reasonable caseloadof individualswith IDD
consistentwith generally acceptedprofessional standardsofcare (par. 69

loA——throughouttheir periodofemployment. (par. 70
“TheState shal regularly have board-certified clinicians,who do mothave a professional orpersonal
relationship with GRCcliniciansor GRCLeadership,assess the adequacyofclinical services inthe clinical
areasforwhichtheyare board-certified, including, at minimum,all medical staff. The assessment findings
shall be writen and shared with the clinician whoseworkwas thesubjectofthereview and the clinician's
supervisor. (par. 71

“Actonsteps to remediate denied sues Shall be developed.3 necessary. The ndings, actionsteps, and
Fationale for notactin steps shall be providedtoand reviewedby the Superintendent andHHSCentral

Office as part ofacomprehensive oversight process. (par. 71)
[FSisemiceshl ogre stesbi to Gil Memeo lgsmnpeerte

and appropriate mortality reviews.(par.72)
Foran individual whohasdied, the clinical death review is completed within 21 daysofthe death unless the
Facility Directorapproves an extension withjustification, and theadministrative death reviewis completed
within 14 days oftheclinicaldeathreview.Pre~Clinical peer review; then post peer review. (par. 72)
Based onthe findingsofthe death review(s),necessary clinical recommendationsidentify areas across
disciplines that require improvement. (par. 72)

Based on the ndingsof the death review(s), necessary raining)education/m-service commendations
identifyareasacrossdisciplinethatrequire improvement. (par. 72)
Based onthefindingsofthe deathreview(s),necessary administrative documentation recommendations | N/A
identify areasacrossdisciplinesthatrequire improvement. (par 72)

Comments:
1. The medicaldirector was an MDwhoprovided appropriateoversight. Examplesofquality

oversight included the moming medical meeting minutesaswell as the periodic reviews
completed bythe medicaldirectorofmedically complexchallenging individuals located
intheelectronicrecord asphysician progress notes).

2. Thereweretwo APNsassigned to. censusof 71, whichwas amanageablecaseload.

3. Trainingdocuments indicateongoingcontinuing education for the medical directorand
wo APN.

4. Therewere noexternal medical peer review reports foranyclinical cases at GRC
(excluding a mortalityreview). Therewas a one-timereview by external medical peers
concerning individuals onspecific medications as listed in theConsent Decree. However,

therewas no evidence ofaregularlyscheduledexternalpeer review ofa challenging case.
orgrandroundsequivalent involving ongoing clinical care ofan individual at GRC.

2
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5. Several policies were in place at the time of the Monitoring Team visit on 8/15/23, with 
further revision since the last Monitoring Team visit (March 2023) These included an 
Antibiotic Stewardship Program Procedure with Revised McGeer Criteria for Infection 
Surveillance Checklist, with an effective date of 4/4/23 and revision date of 4/24/23. Skin 
Integrity Breakdown Monitoring Procedure with an effective date of 4/13/23 and revised 
4/23/23.  
 
An area of concern was the inability to update the Face sheet with current new diagnoses, 
as well as update the MAR with newly identified allergies. Currently, the medical team did 
not have access to this process, despite placing orders for these changes in the electronic 
medical record. Discharge planning would use the MAR and face sheet in planning. This is 
an area of critical importance, as new diagnoses need to have a care plan at the time of 
discharge. More critically, allergy information should be updated without any delay in the 
EMR to be available for discharge planning. This is an area needing resolution, especially 
with adding critical information, such as allergies in a timely manner to MARs. This is an 
example of a systemic issue identified, but without resolution. 
 

6. The Medical Quality Council met on 4/11/23, 5/11/23, 6/13/23, and 7/11/23. Data were 
reviewed in the areas of infection control, falls, nursing/ medical quality indicators, and 
medication variance. The facility-wide Quality Council meetings listed health care data in 
their meeting minutes of February 2023 (the date of the meeting was not recorded in the 
minutes/report), March 2023 (the date of the meeting was not recorded in the 
minutes/report). April 2023 (the date of the meeting was not recorded in the 
minutes/report), May 2023 (the date of the meeting was not recorded in the 
minutes/report), and 7/18/23.  
 
Topics that had data provided monthly included aspiration pneumonia, dehydration, 
bowel obstruction/ileus, respiratory infection, urinary tract infections, healthcare related 
infections, ER visits/on campus transfers/ hospitalizations, skin breakdown lacerations 
requiring closure with sutures or Dermabond, underweight persons, obese persons, and 
persons with an unplanned significant weight change. Although there was considerable 
data collection, there were no action steps with assignment of responsible party and 
follow-up date to resolution for any medical concern. This was of concern due to the 
relatively high number of respiratory-related hospitalizations.  
 
For the one mortality in the time period reviewed during this Monitoring Team visit, there 
were two external peer reviews completed. 
 

7. For Indicators 7-9, Individual  
 

 
 by the 

Director of Quality Management with recommendations: 1. Train all Area 1 and Area 2 
direct support staff and supervisors on the Code blue Protocol. 2. Retrain all nursing staff 
on NEWscore findings and how to report the information in real time when making 
notifications to the provider. 3. Train all medical providers in requesting NEWscore 
findings if not reported by nursing during notification of sudden change in health status.  
 
There was a Type 1 Incident Investigation Report (final facility administration report) 
dated with no recommendations. These were beyond the benchmark timelines 
for this section. For recommendation 1., training occurred 3/29/23-6/1/23. For 
recommendation 2. Training occurred: 4/5/23-4/21/23. For recommendation 3, training 
occurred 6/6/23 for two medical department staff.  
 

Additional questions to be answered may include defining the main cause of death (which was 

determined by the autopsy in this case), potential contributing factors/comorbid conditions that 

led to the death, whether there was appropriate management for chronic medical conditions 

that may have impacted the death, a review of preventive care (were immunizations up to date, 

preventive cancer/health maintenance screens up to date, documentation of appropriate acute 
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care in the 3 to 6 months prior to death, and whether additional supports or services would have 

changed the outcome of the final illness. The final statement that should be documented is 

whether the mortality review committee determined the death was preventable or not. 

Additionally, what was striking is that only nursing and medical services reviewed the death. 

Input from habilitation services, psychiatry services, and behavioral health services would be 

appropriate to review the death from their perspective. The contract clinical PharmD should also 

review the medications leading up to the time of death for any comments concerning 

polypharmacy, dosage concerns, drug interactions, etc.  

 
 

 
 
  



Section C.ii. MedicalServices (73-76)
“Summary: Individuals received a timely annual medical assessment as well as prior to hospitalization. Lacking
‘was timely follow-up care upon return from the hospital and timely preventive care. Other issues noted, but
‘were not limited to timely labs and properreview and acceptanceofconsultations.

PLata
=5

[1]MedicalDirectoratGRCisboardcertifiedandhastheexpertisetoleadtheCenterforward.(par.73) [sc |
Individualhas anannual medicalassessment (AMA) that is: (par. 61) SC
i Completed within365daysofpriorannualassessment;and 100%
i Noolderthan 365 days. 7TEETEa orRAEa
6 monthsisclinically appropriate. Thisdecision should be recorded in the AMAPOC at the beginningoftheaLEETSR 7- 5
x.—_Pa§ os:
Plu? Fogi rs

xii. PlanofCareforeach medical issues (as appropriate)

rm me
ih Colorectal screening. 2/7[B=

TmA 5a %
TrBeAA Gounana

.
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7 If the individual receives treatment for the acute medical issue at the Facility, there is evidence the PCP 
conducted follow-up assessments and documentation at a frequency consistent with the individual’s status 
and the presenting problem until the acute problem resolves or stabilizes. (par. 58-64, 74) 

PC 
75% 
3/ 4 

8 If the individual requires hospitalization, an ED visit, then, the individual receives timely evaluation by the 
PCP or a provider prior to the transfer, or if unable to assess prior to transfer, within one business day, the 
PCP or a provider provides an IPN with a summary of events leading up to the acute event and the 
disposition. (par. 74) 

SC 
89% 
8/9 

9 As appropriate, prior to the hospitalization, ED visit, or Infirmary admission, the individual has a quality 
assessment documented in the PCP progress note, including: 
i. Vitals 

ii. Review of most recent s/s (up to 5 days) 
iii. Assessment including pertinent history, physical findings, lab tests, and pending consults/tests.  
iv. Working diagnosis  
v. At time of transfer, reason for sending person to ED. 

(par 74) 

SC 
100% 
5/5  

10 Prior to the transfer to the hospital or ED, the individual receives timely treatment and/or interventions for 
the acute illness. (par. 74) 

SC 
100% 
9/9  
1 

11 If individual is transferred to the hospital, PCP or nurse communicates necessary clinical information with 
hospital staff. (par. 74) 

SC 
89% 
8/9 

12 The individual has a post-hospital IDT mtg that addresses follow-up medical, and healthcare supports to 
reduce risks and early recognition, as appropriate. (par. 74) 

SC 
86% 
6/7  

13 Upon the individual’s return to the Facility, there is evidence the PCP conducted follow-up assessments and 
documentation at a frequency consistent with the individual’s status and the presenting problem with 
documentation of resolution of acute illness. (par. 74) 

NC 
44% 
4/9  

14 If the Individual needs a consultation, one is ordered in a timely manner. (par. 75a) SC 
100% 
14/14 

15 The consultant is provided with the needed background and history to provide an informed assessment and 
the desired question to be answered. (par. 75b,75c) 

S C 
93% 
13/14 

16 If the individual has non-Facility consultations that impact medical care, the PCP indicates agreement or 
disagreement with recommendations. (par. 75d) 

NC 
8% 
1/13  

17 PCP completes review within five business days, or sooner if clinically indicated. (par. 75e) SC 
85% 
11/13  

18  The PCP writes an IPN that explains the reason for the consultation, the significance of the results, 
agreement, or disagreement with the recommendation(s), and whether there is a need for referral to the 
IDT. (par. 75e) 

NC 
0% 
 0/13  

19  If PCP agrees with consultation recommendation(s), there is evidence it was ordered. (par. 75e) SC 
100% 
13/13  

20  The PCP, in consultation with appropriate IDT members, documents the basis for agreeing or 
disagreeing with the consultant’s recommendations, the actions taken in response (including 
obt1aining a second opinion), or the basis for taking no action. (par. 75f) 

NC 
0% 
0/13  

21  GRC will ensure: 
i. Timely initiation of laboratory and diagnostic testing.  

ii. Urgent notification of critical results  
iii. Review of all results by the resident’s PCP, along with other IDT members as appropriate under the 

circumstances,  
(par. 76a,76b,76c) 

NC 
43% 
3/7  

 
 

 



Comments
1" The Medical Directorwas Board Certified in Internal Medicine (1989) His curiulum

vitae indicatedextensivecinical leadership ole in diverse clinicalstings for mare than
25years

2. All annual medical assessments were completed ithin th at 365 days and were
Completed within 365 days af he ror anual medical assessment

3. Noneof the individualhad timely pertodic medical reviews, basedonthei individualized
sumanCy
Place equimroutine interval medical reviews at 0-day terval of any xh tme
Frervl (160 ge if clinically stable without any changes medical itory or
medications) Thar were no ntrval medical reviews submited.

4. Zeroofseve individual received a quality AMAThe AMAhaddeficits nth following
dil, dialJ did, dividualJ,did, and
IndividualJf] were missing information regarding family history and
‘social/smoking history. Lackof familyhistory may impact the schedulingoffuture
preventativetotsamidete erly dontfcaton

« Trdiidualfillwesmissingsoilsmoking history.
5. Twoofthe seven individuals(29%)received timely preventative care. Gapsin preventive

re hrdah
«IndividualJlimmunizations (Ick ofIN)WN immunizations

oe —
«Individual Jl] immunizations (ackof ENEEEG
+ individual ack of Follow-uptoo
«Individual Jl] immunizations(lack ofEEG

Fromm the submitted documentation, one was unable to distinguish fa guardian or other
legalrepresentativerefused consent fo a vaccine.
The above information was based on the time period reviewed. There was information
provided by the medical directorofawarenessof the need for updating vaccinations, and
Eonsentswere nth proces of beng abmied or vaccinations The mmuntzationsecord
was alo confusing forJE appeared ©recordEE)cn
vsadmnisere

6. I individuals tht experienced an acute medical sue that was addressed
IIL the provides sessed accordingto accepted lca practiceAce

oe
+ individ SE penedvit EE
+ individ SE presentedvith EE
+ individ]I vre-etedvi EE
+ individ]I presente it EE
«Individual EE presented withSE
pa J

7. For the acute less evenfor ndividustENN<
eventvasENE,+ v= place onJERE PCP notation indicated
Toor civic qescrpio RY llow-up unl
asure was indicated. IndividualEEEES :
divideEe
includedi theprogressnot,

© IYidividuss thatreir EEIEr——— ittiIid A pin ix
v
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unable to assess prior to transfer, within one business day, the PCP or a provider provided 
an IPN with a summary of events leading up to the acute event and the disposition. Acute 
events reviewed included: 
• Individual   
• Individual  for . 
• Individual  for  

 
• Individual  for . 
• Individual    
• Individual  for  
• Individual .  
• Individual  for  
• Individual . 
 
For Individual for , 

   
   

 
 

9. As appropriate, prior to the hospitalization, ED visit, or infirmary admission, all 
individuals had a quality assessment documented in the PCP progress note. 

 
10. Prior to the transfer to the hospital or ED, all individuals received timely treatment 

and/or interventions for the acute illness. 
 

11. For  individuals transferred to the hospital, the PCP or nurse 
communicated necessary clinical information with hospital staff. Though requested, there 
was no documentation for this indicator submitted for  who on 

 had   
 

12.  individuals had a post-hospital IDT meeting that addressed the follow-
up medical, and healthcare supports to reduce risks and early recognition, as appropriate. 
There was a lack of evidence submitted by GRC for

 had . While there was an IDT meeting 
during the individual’s  there was no evidence of a post 
hospital IDT meeting.  

 
13. Upon the individual’s  there was evidence the PCP conducted follow-

up assessments and documentation at a frequency consistent with the individual’s status 
and the presenting problem with documentation of resolution of  

. There was a lack of PCP follow-up for: 
• Individual was  
• Individual  was  

placement. 
• Individual  had . 
• Individual was   
 

14. All consultations were completed in a timely manner. 
 

15.  of the occasions, the consult referral form provided adequate information, 
including information as to current health at GRC. The exception was for Individual  

 The consultant documented a lack of follow-
up of recommendations from prior visit, with no information provided to the consultant 
concerning the rationale for not following the recommendations. 
 

16. If the individual had non-Facility consultations that impacted medical care, the PCP 
indicated agreement or disagreement with recommendations. This determination was not 
evident in consultation follow-up notes by the PCP. Examples included Individual  
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 Individual , Individual 
, Individual , Individual  

 Individual  , and 
Individual   

 
17. The PCP completed a review within five business days, or sooner if clinically indicated on 

 PCP progress notes beyond five days of consultation included.  
• Individual who with the date of the PCP 

progress note completed on   
• Individual  had  with the PCP progress note dated 

 
 

18.  opportunities, the PCP wrote an IPN that explained the reason for the 
consultation, the significance of the results, agreement, or disagreement with the 
recommendation(s), and whether there was a need for referral to the IDT.  
 
PCP progress notes did not include all components of information required:  
• Individual  
• Individual  
• Individual  
• Individual  
• Individual  
• Individual  
• Individual   
 
All components listed in Indicator #18 are required for compliance for each consult 
reviewed.  

 
19. If PCP agreed with consultation recommendation(s), there was evidence it was ordered 

for all occasions (13/13 100%). 
 

20. Based on lack of information in the PCP progress notes (indicator #18), it was not possible 
to determine whether the PCP referred any consultation recommendations to the IDT for 
review, agreement or disagreement, and action plan. 
 

21. Labs and diagnostic testing were ordered timely on 7/7 occasions. There were no critical 
results for labs ordered during the monitoring review period for Individual , 
Individual , Individual , Individual , Individual , Individual , and 
Individual  
• For Individual  

 
  

• For Individual  
 

  
• For Individual  

  
• For Individual  

  
• For Individual  

 
 
  



‘Summary: Individuals were not consistently provided with accurate risks scores with those risks being
adequately reviewed when there was a changein status or new planofcare. The at-risk plans were inconsistent
intheir ability to meet the needsof the individual and there was no clear evidence that the at-risk plan was
reviewed and approved by the IDT.

Partial Compliance: Paragraph 77. & Paragraph 79.
Indicator Overall

Score
The dividuals risk rating is accurate, PC
i IDTuses clinical data. 57%

ii Any risk guidelines are used. 47
ii. Justification provided when variance occurs,

ar. 77)
Ticks are dented timely, including NC
i Risks are reviewed and updated min annually. 0%

i. Nomore than 5 days post CoS 0/7
(par. 78.56)

3 [ Risks are responded to in a timely manner NC
i IDT mig within’days to revise POC. 0%
i Assessments as indicated. 07

ar. 78,56)
“The individual's At-Risk Plan sufficiently addresses the chronicor at-risk condition n accordance with | PC
applicable guidelines, orother current standardsof practice consistent with risk-beneft considerations. | 43%
© include preventative interventions to minimize the chronic/atrisk condition 3/7
ii. incorporates measurable objectives to address the chronic/at-risk condition o allow the team to

track progress in achieving the plan's goal.
fi. action steps suppor the goal/objective
iv. identifies and supports the specific clinica indicators to be monitored (e.g, oxygen saturation

measurements).
ar. 79)

0%
ofr

Comments
1. (indicators 1-4). Individual

althose nursing assessments were not_

‘The nursingsectionsi the Transition plans were not being completed early enough i the
process, so that potential providers could fully review risk plans and supports needed and
ask questionsofGRC RN and PNMT professionalsearlierinthe process o ensure the
providercould truly meet theindividual's health support needs.
«Individual
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+ For individu
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1
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1
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1
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5. Tho individual's At-Risk Plan was not carly reviewed and approved bythe DT. Each of
the HSSPs/Risk Plas noted th developersof he at risk plan0 be uring, QIDP, RTS
plan
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Section C.iv - Nursing (82-8
‘Summary: The annual record review format currently utilized for nursing was referred to as the GRC Nursing
Report, which was a summaryofthe individuals’ health risks and status by system and did not require inclusion
offamily medical history.social/smoking substance abuse history, allergies,or medication side effects.

Information found in the ISP, Medical history and active problem lst, MAR, Immunization record, and Monthly
Integrated Review (MIR) documentation was included, however, noneof the annual nursing assessments were
considered to have all the needed components to be considered as comprehensive assessments.

[eee [eTScore
Todividual receives & quality snmual mursing record review, including: PC
i Diagnosis/Active problem lst %

ii. Procedure History 0/7
ii Family medical history. 54%
iv. Social/Smoking/Substance abusehistory 36/66
v. Allergiesormedicationside effects
vi. Listof current medications
i Pain

ii. Immunizations
ix. Tertiary Care
x Consultation summary
xi. Laban Diagnostic testing results

par. 52,56.59,61,64,81,82.63.8
7 individual receivesquality annual nursingphysical assessment, mchuding as applicableto the dvidusk, | PC

i Functional status 14%
ii Reviewofeach bodysystem. 17
ii. Vital signs; includingoxygen saturation level, lung sounds, s6%
iv. Height and Weight 35/63
v. Painscale and score
vi elimination patiernstarus
ji. Braden scale score;skincondition
i. Fall isk score andsupporting details.
ix. Follow upforany abnormalities foundduringthephysical assessment.

par. 52,56.59,61,64,82,63.66]
Fortheannual ISP,nursingassessments completed © address the didual’s at-riskconditionsare NC
sufficient to assistthe team in developing aplan responsivetothe levelofrisk, including: 29%
i status updatesofthe currentmedical andbehavioralmental health risks. 27

i. an analysisofthe chronic conditions, includinghigh/medium healthrisksas comparedto the
previous quarter oryear,progression,orregression.

ii. a nursingreviewsofeffectivenessofcurrent health careplan supports interventions, to identify
updates/revisions indicated

iv. Recommendationstothe IDT to individualize andenhancethe newhealth supportplan,with
preventative, individualized interventions as appropriatetoaddress the chronic conditions and
promoteameliorationofthe at-risk condition tothe extent possible.

par. 52.56-64,81,82,84
7 | Tndwidual receives aquality quarterlynursing record review, including: WA

i Diagnosis/Activeproblem lst
i. Procedure History
iL Family medical history
iv. Social/Smoking/Substanceabusehistory
v. Allergiesor medication side effects
vi Listof current medications
[vi Pain

ii. Immunizations
ix Tertiary Care
x Consultation summary
xi Lab and Diagnostic testing resus:

par. 52.56,59,644)
2
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5 Individual receives quality quarterly nursing physical assessment, including, as applicable to the individual: 
i. Functional status 

ii. Review of each body system. 
iii. Vital signs; including oxygen saturation level, lung sounds,  
iv. Height and Weight 
v. Pain scale and score 

vi. elimination pattern/status 
vii. Braden scale score; skin condition 

viii. Fall risk score and supporting details.  
ix. Follow-up for any abnormalities found during the physical assessment. 

(par. 52,58,59,64,82,83,86) 

PC 
60% 
3/5 

6 On a quarterly basis, nursing assessments completed to address the individual’s at-risk conditions are 
sufficient to assist the team in maintaining a plan responsive to the level of risk, including: 
i. status updates of the current medical and behavioral/mental health risks. 

ii. an analysis of the chronic conditions, including high/medium health risks as compared to the 
previous quarter or year, progression, or regression. 

iii. a nursing review of effectiveness of current health care plan supports/interventions, to identify 
updates/revisions indicated.  

iv. Recommendations to the IDT to individualize and enhance the new health support plan, with 
preventative, individualized interventions as appropriate to address the chronic conditions and 
promote amelioration of the at-risk condition to the extent possible 
(par. 52,58-64,81,82,84) 

NC 
17% 
1/6 
33% 
8/24 

7 If the individual has a change in status that requires a nursing assessment, a nursing assessment is 
completed in accordance with nursing protocols or current standards of practice. This includes active 
communication with the PCP regarding health status and changes. (par. 59,78,79,81-84) 

PC 
50% 
4/5 

8 Nurses shall routinely assess residents for symptoms of pain, in response to changes in client condition 
when one would reasonably expect pain to result, and when other relevant staff communicate the suspicion 
of resident pain in the event the resident is not able to verbalize pain. The nurse shall attend to and treat 
the residents’ pain in a timely manner, communicating with the PCP or on-call provider as needed. 
(par. 59,78,79,81-84) 

PC 
71% 
5/7 

9 Ensure residents are appropriately protected from infection. GRC shall establish and maintain an effective 
infection control committee and ensure ongoing access to and consultation with experts in infection control 
and infectious diseases. (par. 82,85) 

SC 
86% 
6/7 

10 Ensure residents maintain maximum skin integrity. (par. 82,86) SC 
100% 
7/7 

11 Ensure residents receive medications and treatments as prescribed. (par. 87) NC 
17% 
1/6 

Comments: 
1. Individuals did not receive a quality annual nursing record review.  

• For Individual  
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 
 

 
 

 
• For Individual  
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• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

  
 

2. The annual nursing physical assessments showed partial presence of including the needed 
quality indicators.  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  
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• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

• For Individual  
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
  

 
3. The annual nursing assessments were not sufficient in addressing the individual’s at-risk 

conditions to assist the team in developing a responsive plan.  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  
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• For Individual  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

.  
 

4. There was not currently a quarterly GRC Nursing Report required by the facility, therefore, 
this indicator was deemed not applicable. Note that an updated status and review of risks 
was completed monthly by nursing and is addressed in item 6 below.  
 

5. The quarterly nursing physical assessments showed partial presence of quality indicators. 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 
.  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  
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• Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
6. Status updates, risk review, data analysis and nursing recommendations were partially 

present by nursing in the monthly integrated reviews (MIR).  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

  
 

• For individual  
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• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7. Individuals were assessed by nursing upon a change of status, but did not all include 
thorough evidence of communications with the PCP regarding the changes.  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
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• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

• Individual   
 

• Individual .  
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• Individual  
  

 
8. Individuals were assessed for pain routinely as part of the annual and quarterly nursing 

assessments. In response to changes in condition when one would reasonably expect pain 
to result, there was an identified gap in addressing pain for one individual. The facility 
updated the policy regarding Pain on 4/24/23 to define enhanced assessments.  
• For Individual  
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• For Individual  
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
  

 
• For Individual  

  
 

9. The facility was now utilizing McGeer criteria for tracking infections. A dedicated nurse 
provided surveillance of all infections and coordination of preventative immunizations. 
• For Individual  

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
.  

 
• Individual  

  
 

• Individual  
  

 
• Individual  

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

10. The individuals had monitoring and treatment for problems with skin integrity, including 
an appointed wound care nurse.  
• Individual  
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• For Individual  
  

 
• Individual  

 
 
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

  
 

• Individual  
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

  
 

For indicator #11, please refer to Medication details (indicators 31-36) under the Medication 
Variance section. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



Summary: Positives included a status a treatment document being completed consistently for all individuals
‘within the past 12 months. Medications were also not given in a manner to induce sedationoras a punishment.
‘Additionally, multiple medications were not used during chemical restraint unless there isproperjustification.
‘Areas to focus on included CPE content, active participation, documentation to the ISP, and involvement in
transition planning.

Partial Compliance: Paragraph 88,Paragraph89&Paragraph 90.

|[rem— ||
re lz]
CPEcontents comprehensive. NC
identifying information 0%
i. Historyofpresentillness o/s
ii. Past psychiatric history.
iv. Substance Use History
v. Family History
vi Medical history.

Developmental history
i. Socialhistory
ix Physical exam
x Labs
5. Mental status
i. Diagnostic assessment
fii. Bio-psychosocial formulation

Recommendations
par. 56-64, 86)

||
DocumentationpreparedbypeychiatryTortheanualIFwas completeand includes: NC

i Demographic 0%
i. Psychiatric diagnosis o/s
i SymptomsofDiagnosis
iv. Target symptoms monitored.
v. Derivationofsymptoms
vi Paychological assessmentorBH assessment
vii. Combined BH review /formulation
vil. Psychoactive medication
ix Eachpsychmedprescribedhasan identifieddiagnosis/symptoms.
x Each medcorresponds with the diagnosis.
xi Riskofmeds

xii. Riskofllness
xii. Non-pharmacological treatment
xiv. Risk/Benefit Analysis
xv. Past Pharmacotherapy
wi Future plans
xvii. This shouldincludeother consultations performed over thecourseoftheyear.

par. 52.66-90)
Payehiatry documentationfor annual /transition plan was submittedto theISPteam at east10 days prior
tothe ISPand was noolderthan three months (par 61.68)

2
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7 The psychiatrist or member of the psychiatric team attended the individual’s ISP meeting. (par. 88, 89) 
 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

8 Psychiatric documentation references the behavioral health target behaviors, and the functional behavior 
assessment discusses the role of the psychiatric disorder upon the presentation of the target behaviors. 
(par. 58,59,89) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

9 The psychiatrist participated in the development of the PBSP. (par. 89) NC 
0% 
0/5 

10 Daily medications indicate dosages not so excessive as to suggest goal of sedation. (par. 89) SC 
100% 
5/5 

11 There is no indication of medication being used as a punishment, for staff convenience, or as a substitute 
for treatment. (par. 89) 

SC 
100% 
5/5 

12 There is a treatment program in the record of individual who receives psychiatric medication. (par. 89) SC 
100% 
5/5 

13 Documentation of Chemical Restraint: Consult and Review was completed within 10 days post restraint. 
(par. 90) 

NC 
0% 
0/1 

14 Multiple medications were not used during chemical restraint unless there is proper justification. (par. 
90) 
 

SC 
100% 
1/1 

15 Psychiatry follow-up occurred following chemical restraint. (par. 90) NC 
0% 
0/1 

16 The final ISP/Transition document included the following essential elements and showed evidence of the 
psychiatrist’s active participation in the meeting. 
i. The rationale for determining that the proposed psychiatric treatments represented the least 

intrusive and most positive interventions. 
ii. Integration of behavioral and psychiatric approaches. 

iii. The signs and symptoms monitored to ensure that the interventions are effective, and the 
incorporation of data into the discussion would support the conclusions of these discussions.  

iv. A discussion of both the potential and realized side effects of the medication, in addition to the 
benefits (i.e., risk benefit analysis). 
(par. 91) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

Comments: 
1. One of the two psychiatrists providing contracted psychiatric services at the facility was 

board certified. The second psychiatrist, although residency trained, was not board 
certified. Given the time that has lapsed since he completed his residency, he was no 
longer eligible to take the board examinations. 
 
During the monitoring visit, psychiatry clinic was observed with both psychiatrists for a 
total of eight individuals, none of whom were in the review group. Psychiatry clinics were 
well attended by the IDT members, but there was a paucity of communication by the team 
members. Typically, one or two staff, generally the QIDPs, were the most informative. The 
data presented was anecdotal, and the behavioral health data was not reliable. As such, 
the psychiatrists were making decisions regarding psychotropic medications in the 
absence of data. 

 
2. Two individuals in the review group, Individual  and Individual , were not 

 
 

 The 
information revealed that two individuals, Individual  and Individual  were 
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3. The three completed initial CPE documents, for Individual  Individual , and 

Individual , did not include the required elements.  
• The CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

• The CPE regarding Individual  was  
 

• The CPE regarding Individual  was  
 

 
4. All individuals in the review group who required an annual CPE had one completed within 

the previous 12 months. 
 

5. None of the annual CPE documents included all the required elements. The annual CPEs 
were missing 10 to 11 essential elements. 
• The annual CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

 
 

 
• The annual CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

 
 

 
• The annual CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

 
. 

 
• The annual CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

 
 

 
• The annual CPE regarding Individual  was  

 
 

 
 

6. A review of the annual Individual Support Plan (ISP) documentation in the context of the 
presentation of psychiatric information revealed that for all five individuals in the review 
group receiving psychiatric services, the annual psychiatric evaluation was not submitted 
for review within the required time frame. 
• For Individual , the annual ISP was dated  The annual psychiatric 

evaluation was dated after the ISP,   
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• For Individual , the annual ISP was dated . The annual psychiatric 
evaluation was dated after the ISP, on . 

• For Individual  the annual ISP was dated  The annual psychiatric 
evaluation was dated after the ISP, on  

• For Individual  the annual ISP was dated  The annual psychiatric 
evaluation was dated after the ISP, on  

• For Individual  the annual ISP was dated . The annual psychiatric 
evaluation was dated two days prior to the ISP, on  so it could not have 
been submitted to the Interdisciplinary Team within the required timeframe. Please 
note, in the documents, the annual psychiatric evaluation for Individual was 
dated This was an apparent typographical error, and the date was 
corrected for the purposes of this report to  

 
7. Per a review of the ISP documentation and interviews with the facility psychiatrists, 

psychiatrists did not participate in the ISP meetings at the facility. If the psychiatrist did 
not participate in the ISP meeting, there needs to be some evidence that the psychiatrist 
participated in the decision to not be required to attend the ISP meeting. The presence of 
the psychiatrist always allows for richer discussion during the ISP regarding the 
integration/inclusion of psychiatric data (e.g., diagnoses, symptom presentation, 
psychotropic medication, related medical concerns).  
 

8. The psychiatric documentation generally referenced the behavioral health target 
behaviors via listing the indicators. There was no detailed evidence of a review of the 
associated data. Given the lack of reliable data, this was not surprising. When reviewing 
the behavioral health documentation, the Functional Behavioral Assessment did not 
include information regarding the individual’s psychiatric diagnoses. This, when 
documented, was included in the Behavioral Health Assessment. Overall, this indicator is 
attempting to address the documentation of integrated care between psychiatry and 
behavioral health. Based on document review, staff interviews, and observation of 
psychiatry clinical encounters, the disciplines are not integrated and the psychiatric 
diagnoses inclusive of autism spectrum disorders and the symptoms thereof were not 
appropriately considered in the context of an individual’s behavioral challenges.  

 
9. Per staff interviews and document review, the psychiatric clinicians did not participate in 

the development of the Behavior Support Plans. 
 

10. Based on a review of the psychiatric documentation and the medication administration 
record for the five individuals in the review group receiving psychiatric services, daily 
medication dosages were not excessive as to suggest the goal of sedating individuals. 

 
11. There is no indication of medication being used as a punishment, for staff convenience, or 

as a substitute for treatment. 
 

12. Each of the five individuals in the review group had a Behavior Support Plan in effect. 
 

13. Indicators 13-15 are regarding a  for Individual  that occurred 
  Consult and Review was 

not submitted. Further, there was no documentation regarding  after 
the  One medication,  

 
16. As psychiatry did not participate in the Individual Support Plan or Transition Planning 

meetings, the documents generated because of these meetings did not include evidence of 
psychiatric participation nor did the documents include the integration of psychiatric 
clinical information. As each psychiatrist is contracted for one day per week, it was not 
surprising that they were not at the table for transition planning, but this needs to be 
accomplished. Psychiatrists had a great deal of historical information about individuals 
and knew them well. They knew what had been trialed and what had failed. They could 
write a brief, but detailed transition plan/summary for the next treatment provider. This 
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would be incredibly helpful in the transition process. Further, a transition conference call 
between the current psychiatrist and the community psychiatrist would be important. 

  



Section C.vi: Medications (92-102
‘Summary: All individuals had a diagnosis supporting the useof the prescribed medications andifan
intervention was required, the pharmacist notified the prescribing practitioner. The IDY reviewed instances that
would have placed the individual on the monthly review. An external review process existedfor identified
individuals.Regarding administration, The Monitoring Team and RN Supervisor observed medication
‘administrations and no medication errors were observed. For only onestaffwas additionaltrainingfollow-up.
needed.Itwas for ensuring placement of g-tube prior to administering the medications.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 92, & Paragraph 100.
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 87.Paragraph 93, Paragraph 96,andParagraph 102.

|
the individual hs new medications, he pharmacy completesaneworder reviewprior 0dispensing the| NC
‘medication. This includes: 0%
i Interactions, side effect, allergies, adverse reactions. os
ii Reviewoflinically relevant ab
iil Needforadditionallabwork.
iv. Potential to usealternate medications.
Vv. Needtoconsiderdose adjustments.

par. 93

EnFY
"QDRRs are completed quarterlyby the pharmacist (ar. 94) [|

“The pharmacistaddresseslaboratory resuls, and other Tssues n the QDR, notingany irregularities the | PC
significanceoftheirregularities, andmakes recommendations to theprescribersin relationo: 69%
i. Laboratoryresults, including sub-therapeutic medication values. 13
ii Benzodiazepine use.
i. Medication polypharmacy.
iv. New generationantipsychotic use; and Anticholnergic burden.

par. 54)
“The PCP and/or paychiatistdocument agreement/disagreementwith therecommendations of he NC
‘pharmacist with clinical justificationfordisagreement: 0%
i ThePCPreviewsandsighs QDRRswithin 28days, orsoonerdependingonclinicalneed. o/13
i. When the individual receives psychotropic medications,the psychiatristreviewsand signs QDRRs

within26days,orsooner depending on clinical need.
par. 61,9

Records document That prescribers Implement the recommendations agreed upon from QDRRG. (par 95)
3%
3/9

Lammemeticatmmta |=|thena follow-up order showsthtthe prescriber made the change in a timely manner. (par 9
“Monitoringofany first-generationantipsychoticmedication,twoormorepsychiatric or neurological | PC
medications from the same general class (e., two antipsychotics) to the sameresident, and the 75%
prescriptionof threeormore psychiatricorneurological medications,regardlessof class tothesame | 9/12
resident, to ensure that the useof such medications is clinically justified and that medications that are not
clinically justifiedare eliminated. (par. 96)

al Medical Director; the PharmacyDirectoror Pharm (clinical pharmacist); one PCP, favailable,whois not
theresident’ treating physician;andother appropriatestaf par. 96 tg
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Before a prescriber initiatestreatment with a medication that would rendera person subject to the SC
‘monthly review described above (e.g. by prescribinga third psychiatricor neurological medication toa 100%
‘residentalreadyprescribed two such medications), the person's IDT shall meetto consider the 17/1AonI

] "GRC residents receiving psychiatricorneurologic medicationsshallbemonitoredaccordingly. (par. 97) [|

LullClinicallysignificant DUEs are completed in a timely manner based on the determinedfrequencybutno

[14 There is evidenceoffollow-up to closure of anyrecommendations generated by theDUE (par.9899) |NC |
‘GRC shallidentifyall medications prescribedfor dual purposes, andforall medications soidentified,
‘ensure ongoing collaboration betweenrelevantdisciplines (e.g. psychiatry, neurology)regardingtheir
continued use. Collaborationamongnecessarydisciplines regardinguseofthe dual-use medication shalli
DT|2rrmn |i

[A Residents whoareprescribedDilantin,ValproicAcid, Thorazine, Loxapine, Fluphenazine,hu aegy:a  emeaLa

[18]Clinicalfollow-upactioniscompleted,asnecessary,withtheindividual(par100) |N/A |
[15 arms ni mpc mii oiomer ARGr 00 WA]A i Ai <

(par. 87,102a) 80%ow
[7[rmme————i|

‘The individual receives medications in accordance with the eight (8) rights (right patient (individual),
‘right medication,rightdosage, right route, right time, right documentation, rightreason, and rightaEeI|ra |mern
[wnt5%|documentation reflects adherenceto GRC policyastonurse assessmentpriorto, reasonfor andRO eery iL

|= |3
aET

and arecompetenttofollow the facility medication administration policies and procedures (par. 102b) 80%5
EL‘medication, documentation shows the individual is monitored forpossibleadversedrug reactions. (par.

[29 T'ifanADR occurs,theindividual's reactions are reportedinthe Progressnotes (par.102) |N/A |
~



TolmeresEE
PT  rortegoT vartanes Gor TOE) S50ZeET
untoward change in status is immediatelyreported to the practitioner/physician. (par. 102c)

] ‘Actual medication variances (Level 3 - 9) and potential medication variances (Level 1-2) are documentedAemvm to oa Towbys

|"[rmm——1%102¢)

ETE
0oeTr ooew—lhindividualsmedications bad utiing diagnosis The QDRRreviewedtheom.eaves pression

Or
FA Sn A SeEEEE

meen ig hebnAtansuchasop
The patient profile report was provided for Individual SEIndividual ffand Individual

IB caring reviews ofmedication and food allergies, nehudingsymptomsoftheBTta LlSA, evaphi re,a -allRr toneeerearisre
5. Thepharmacysofvare lerdal newardrs Gandall ders) for drag drugmataionswih omnaioncoersve of he rareon. Copmpicaton wasnadewht te CPfor guesion he pharmacyve thas ceedhi iommaton
4. QORRswore generally no completedevry quater (serhron), The dates ofiba pia ona=+ aval wore Bp—i+ navi) BOOK and oreI© vide mor dobre

0
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• Individual : QDRR1  and QDRR#2   
• Individual  QDRR1  and no prior QDRR, and QDRR2  

  
 

5. On nine of 13 occasions, the pharmacist addressed laboratory results and other issues in 
the QDRRs, noting any irregularities, the significance of the irregularities, and making 
recommendations to the prescribers. The following were concerns for reviewed QDRRs:  
• For Individual  QDRR1 did not discuss the current risk factors of  

  
• For Individual  the QDRR1 stated there was no  

  
• For Individual the QDRR1 did not discuss whether any of  

 
  

• For Individual , there was no QDRR for the one due approximately in  
 

6. The psychiatrists did not review the QDRRs if there were psychotropic medications 
prescribed. Currently, there was no tracking system to determine the date the QDRR was 
reviewed by the PCP to determine if the QDRR was reviewed within 28 days of being 
made available to the facility. Currently, the QDRR completion was subcontracted to 
another State facility pharmacy department.  
 

7. Three of seven records documented that prescribers implemented the recommendations 
agreed upon from QDRRs. The pharmacy that completed the QDRRs was not involved in a 
separate pharmacy contract administered by a pharmacy out of Omaha, NE that processed 
and delivered medications. Consequently, the pharmacist that completed the QDRRs was 
not able to follow-up on recommendations to determine which recommendations may 
have been completed and which were not completed. Currently, the PCP did not document 
in the electronic record if a recommendation was not followed due to disagreement with 
the recommendation and did not document the reason for the disagreement.  

 
The pharmacist completing the QDRRs had no access to this information until the next 
QDRR review. Examples of lack of follow-up of QDRR recommendations or lack of 
documentation of disagreement with the recommendation by the PCP included:  
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

  
 

8. From the submitted document by the contract pharmacy filling new medication orders, 
there was no order that needed a change by the PCP.  

 
9. Monitoring for this area was included in the quarterly drug regimen review. Gaps in 

information were noted for:  
• Individual  QDRR   
• Individual  QDDR  
• Individual  had no QDRR for the quarter January to . 

 
10. P&T Committee meetings  

 
Attendance 3/28/23 4/11/23 5/9/23 6/21/23 
Medi Dir present Present present present 
Pharm Dir or 
Pharm D 

present Present present present 

PCP two None one two 
Psychiatrist present Present present present 
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Psych med 
monitoring 

No No yes yes 

Neurological 
meds 
monitoring 

No No No No 

Psychotropic 
use 

NR NR 82/88 93% 70/87  
80% 

Intraclass 
polypharmacy 

NR NR 4/88  
4.5% 

3/87  
4% 

Interclass 
polypharmacy 

NR NR 26/88 29.5% 22/87  
31% 

Mixed class NR NR NR 5/87  
7% 

Atypical 
antipsychotics  

NR NR NR 49/87  
70% 

First 
generation 
antipsychotics 

NR NR 7 10 

>3 or =3 
psychotropics 

NR NR 31/88 (35.2%) 28/87 (29%) 

Haldol NR NR NR 4 
 

11. For one occasion, the individual’s IDT met to consider the recommended medication and 
alternative nonpharmacological interventions and documented the rationale for the 
selected decision.  

 
12. The GRC individuals receiving psychiatric or neurologic medications were not monitored 

accordingly. The P&T Committee chart indicated psychotropic medications that were 
currently monitored at the P&T Committee meetings (as of 5/9/23), but not neurological 
medications.  

 
13. No DUEs were submitted. 

 
14. No DUEs were submitted. 

 
15. There were no dates in which psychiatry and neurology met to discuss dual purpose 

medications since the last monitoring team visit. 
 

16. Within three months of the Effective Date of this agreement, GRC conducted an external 
clinical review to verify the continuing propriety of the individual’s prescriptions with 
respect to every resident who fell into the following categories (listed in indicator 16), and 
implemented the recommendation arising from that review. 

 
17. For indicators 17-19, the only ADR occurred on 2/26/23 and as followed to resolution on 

6/22/23. It did not involve any of the seven individuals chosen for this review. 
 

18. See #17 above. 
 

19. See #17 above. 
 

20. For indicators 20-30, overall medication administration consisted of safe practices for 
health and safety. Individual  was added due to a few individuals in the review group 
not being able to be seen. 
• For Individual  
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• For Individual  
 

 
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
Additionally, there was evidence submitted of the nurses’ competency required 
observation/check internally. 

 
31. If the individual was subject to a medication variance, there was proper reporting of the 

variance for 33% of the opportunities.  
• For Individual  

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

• For Individual  
 
 

 
 

• For Individual  
 

  
 

• For Individual  
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• For  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

The  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
32. If a medication variance occurred, evidence showed that orders/instructions were 

followed, and any untoward change in status was immediately reported to the 
practitioner/physician for the single occurrence.  
 

33. For Indicators 33-36, based upon a review of the May/June 2023 MARs submitted for the 
seven individuals six of seven (86%) showed gaps/issues in documentation and could not 
find variance data /documentation for potential variances Level 1-2. 

 
  



‘Summary: The functional behavioral assessment was a componentofthe Comprehensive Psychological
Assessment and includedcurrentclinical and behavioral data, as well as graphsthatdisplayed behavioral
trends. The assessments also documented modifications to behavioral programming and a detailed summary of
previous treatment. While behavioral functions were determined by a varietyofindirect assessment method, it
was not evident that functional hypotheses were supported by direct observationsofbehavior.

Behavior plans offered guidanceforresponding to maladaptive behaviors.As written,they did not include:
information aboutfunctionally equivalent alternatives to maladaptive behaviors. Behavior plans also did not
describe prosocial behaviors and skills, andstaffwere not adequately supported to recognize, teach,orreinforce
desired behaviors.

Behavioral health staffwere credentialed and had the training and expertise to meet the behavioral needsofthe
individuals at GRC. Behavioral health staff included two master-level psychologists, three full-timeBCBAS, and
theDirectorwho was a doctoral-level BCBA.The behavioral health team worked togetherto provide
individualized services and supports to the residentsofGRC. Issues were notedregarding the
comprehensivenessofBSPs and consistent ongoing reviews.

‘The Monitoring Team was unable to ind evidence ofapolicyorformal systemoutlining the expectations for
data collection. Behavioral and skill-acquisition data were collected on each shift. Data were compiled monthly
and annually by behavioral health staff. Although data were reviewed by other membersof the IDT, they had not
thoroughly reviewed or discussed an individual's problem behaviorsor showed that data were used to inform
decisionsaboutservices and supports.

Staff at GRC were required to complete annual trainings ona varietyofrelevant topics. Individualized training
on behavior plans and skil-acquisition programs occurred onsite and was delivered by the psychology assistant
orQIDP.Though the onsite trainings were more individualized and specific to the individual's needs, it was not

clearwhether training formats were standardizedorthatstaffwere developing consistent competencies
because trainers varied across shifts. Program Implementation and Monitoringevaluated staffs ability to
implementprograms. While it was goodto seethat staffwere provided with on-the-spot feedback and direction,
twas not clear thatstaffacross shifts were implementing plans and programs consistently and reliably.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 59, Paragraph 108, Paragraph 109, Paragraph 110, Paragraph 112,
Paragraph 116 & Paragraph 118.

Partial Compliance: Paragraph 105, Paragraph 107,Paragraph 121,& Paragraph 122

“GRChall review1s peyechological assessment protocols@ ensure they areconsistentwith current,
generally accepted professional standardsofcare, and revise them as warranted. The assessment protocols
shall:

Include protocols fora functional behavioral assessment o identify target behaviorsandthe
functionofeach target behavior.

Bi Identify medical, psychiatric, environmental, diagnostic orotherreasons for target behaviors; and
6 Identify other psychological and mental health needs that may require intervention, including.

history ofrauma.
wv (par 56:64,103

Le serforos[VAprofessional standardsofcare and shall revise it 5 needed. (par: 104)

mvs|people with DD andaredemonstrably competent toassesssuchrisk (par. 104)

micas|To]thereafteras often a needed, the Statshal ensure thata GRC Beharioral Health Professional completesa_| 71%
rm
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psychological assessment of each GRC resident, which shall include a functional behavioral assessment for 
at least those residents with behavioral needs. (par. 58-64, 105, 122) 

5/7 
 

5  The functional assessment is current (within the past 12 months). Those residents needing psychological 
services other than BSPs shall receive such services in a documented manner enabling progress to be 
measured in a reliable manner to determine the effectiveness of treatment. (par. 105,122_ 

SC 
100% 
5/5 

6  The functional assessment is complete. 
a. an acceptable direct assessment 
b. an acceptable indirect assessment 
c. identified antecedents of the target behaviors 
d. identified consequences of the target behaviors 
e. The findings are summarized based on the hypothesized antecedent and consequent conditions 

that affect the target behavior 
f. ensure individuals receive the needed counseling and other therapeutic interventions 

recommended from these assessments. 
(par. 52,106,122) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

7  If the individual exhibits behaviors that constitute a risk to the health or safety of the individual/others, 
and/or engages in behaviors that impede his or her growth and development, the individual has a BSP. 
(par. 107) 

SC 
100% 
5/5 

8  The individual has goals/objectives related to psychological/behavioral health services, such as regarding 
the reduction of problem behaviors, and an increase in replacement/alternative behaviors. 
• The goals are measurable. 
• The goals are based upon the assessment. 

• Reliable data is available that supports/summarizes status/progress. 
(par. 107) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

9  The individual is making expected progress. (par. 107) NC 
0% 
0/5 

10  Progress/lack of progress is responded to appropriately. (par. 107) NC 
0% 
0/5 

11  There was documentation that the BSP was implemented within 14 days of attaining all the necessary 
consents/approval. (par. 61,107) 

NC 
% 
0/5 

12  The BSP was current (within the past 12 months). (par. 59,107) SC 
100% 
5/5 

13  The BSP was complete. 
i. acceptable operational definitions of target behaviors 

ii. acceptable operational definitions of replacement behaviors 
iii. the use of positive reinforcement in a manner that is likely to be effective.  
iv. antecedent strategies for weakening undesired behaviors. 
v. consequent strategies for weakening undesired behaviors. 

vi. the training/reinforcement of replacement behaviors 
vii. sufficient opportunities for replacement behaviors to occur/be trained. 

viii. If the replacement behaviors require the acquisition of new skills, they are in a skill acquisition plan 
format.  

ix. the replacement behaviors should be functional, when possible  
x. treatment objectives clear, precise, interventions based on the results of the functional assessment 

(par. 58,107) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

14  Each resident with behavioral health needs as determined by the assessment process set forth in 
Paragraphs 103-106 shall be assigned a Behavioral Health Professional whose caseload and expertise are 
sufficient to meet the resident’s behavioral health needs. Any resident with severe behavioral health needs 
that present risk to health and safety shall be assigned a Behavioral Health Professional who is a Board-
Certified Behavior Analyst. (par. 108) 

SC 

15  Caseloads and assigned BH progressions will be commensurate with the variety of needs of the residents 
on their caseload. (par. 109) 

SC 

16  GRC shall retain enough Behavioral Health Professionals who are Board Certified Behavioral Analysts to 
meet the behavioral health needs of GRC’s residents. (par. 68,110) 

SC 
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17  GRC shall provide residents requiring a BSP with individualized services and comprehensive programs. 
(par 68,111) 

NC 

18  GRC shall employ a qualified Director of Psychology who is responsible for maintaining a consistent level of 
psychological care throughout the GRC, (par. 68,112) 

SC 

19  GRC shall conduct reliable reviews to assess the quality of behavioral assessments and BSPs of each 
Behavioral Health Professional at least semi-annually. (par. 113) 

NC 

20  GRC will have a policy in place outlining the acquisition and analysis of data as it relates to the individual’s 
behavior support plans. (par. 114) 

NC 

21  The individual’s progress towards behavioral goals is documented in a way that demonstrates the 
frequency and variability of behavioral incidents, as well as the effectiveness of treatment. (par. 114,115) 
 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

22  Behavioral Graphs are: 
i. Simple and easy to interpret. 

ii. Graphed at intervals that best demonstrate response to treatment. 
iii. Include phase change lines, with axes labeled appropriately. 

(par. 114,115) 

PC 
0/1 

23  There is evidence that the IDT met to review the individual’s behavioral data, and that the data was used to 
make appropriate treatment decisions. (par. 114,115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

24  If the individual has been presented in peer review, there is evidence of documentation of follow-up 
and/or implementation of recommendations made in peer review. (par. 114,115) 
 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

25  If the individual has a BSP, the data collection system adequately measures his/her target behaviors across 
all treatment sites. (par. 115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

26  If the individual has a BSP, the data collection system adequately measures his/her replacement behaviors 
across all treatment sites. (par. 115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

27  If the individual has a BSP, there are established acceptable measures of: 
a. data collection timeliness 
b. IOA 
c. treatment integrity. 

(par. 115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

28  If the individual has a BSP, there are established goal frequencies (how often it is measured) and levels 
(how high it should be) of:  

a. data collection timeliness 
b. IOA 

c. treatment integrity. 
(par. 115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

29  If the individual has a BSP, goal frequencies and levels are achieved of 
a. data collection timeliness 
b. IOA 

c. treatment integrity. 
(par. 115) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

30  If the Individual has a BSP, it is written so that it can be easily understood and implemented by Direct Care 
Staff. (par. 116) 

SC 
100% 
5/5 

31  BSPs are consistently implemented by staff. Any significant deviations in implementation are immediately 
reported to the assigned Behavioral Health Professional or psychology assistant, and to the GRC 
administration so that appropriate action can be taken. (par. 117) 

NC 
0% 
0/5 

32  All Behavioral Health Professionals and psychology assistants shall successfully complete annual 
competency-based training in providing trauma-informed behavioral services to individuals who have IDD 
and challenging behaviors. (par. 118) 

SC 

33  Staff monitoring the implementation of behavioral programming has been deemed competent to 
implement programming and shall be monitored by Behavioral Health Professionals. (par. 119) 

NC 

34  All direct contact staff and their supervisors shall successfully complete competency-based training on 
severe behavioral needs, the co-occurrence of mental health needs and IDD, and the principles of applied 
behavioral analysis at least annually. (par. 120) 

NC 
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35  GRC has a monitoring schedule developed that ensures ongoing review of BSP implementation. (par. 121) PC 
60% 
3/5 

36  GRC’s Psychology Department shall routinely collect, analyze, and act on valid and reliable data sufficient 
to ensure that the use of restrictive procedures at GRC is consistent with current, generally accepted 
professional standards and implemented in an appropriate manner. (par. 125) 

NC 

Comments:  
1. Comprehensive Psychological Assessments were required to include a functional 

behavioral assessment that identified what motivated and maintained the individual’s 
challenging behaviors. Assessments were also required to include information about 
medical, psychiatric, environmental, diagnostic, or other reasons for target behaviors, as 
well as supports that were trauma-informed and addressed the individual’s psychological 
and mental health needs. 
 

2. Following a suicide threat or suicide attempt made by an individual, the assigned 
psychologist or a registered nurse completed a suicide risk screen to determine the level 
of risk and next steps. The suicide risk screen determined if a suicide watch order that 
consisted of increased supervision, environmental modifications, and other safety 
precautions and restrictions was necessary.  
 
The suicide watch protocol identified points of contact for reporting and documentation 
purposes. The suicide risk screen provided multiple-choice reasons for the individual’s 
threat or attempt, as well as a section to identify the individual’s level of risk and provide 
comments.  
 
The suicide risk screen was not individualized and did not identify the individual’s specific 
reason for making the suicide threat or attempt. During the previous monitoring visit, the 
Center informed the Monitoring Team of a plan to revise the suicide assessment protocol 
and suicide risk screen to include more evidence-based guidance on response to action 
steps. Revisions to the protocol and risk screen were still ongoing and will be evaluated 
once completed. This provision of the Consent Decree was not applicable to the 
individuals in the review group because none of the individuals had exhibited suicidal 
ideation or made a threat or attempt that required a suicide assessment or risk screening. 
 

3. All staff who had routine interactions with individuals received training on the suicide 
watch protocol. Suicide assessments were completed by a psychologist or nurse.  
 
There was no evidence of competency-based training on the assessment of suicide risks. 
This provision of the Consent Decree was not applicable to the individuals in the review 
group because none of the individuals had exhibited suicidal ideation or made a threat or 
attempt that required a suicide assessment or risk screening. 
 

4. For five of the seven individuals in the review group, Comprehensive Psychological 
Assessments were current and had been updated within the past twelve months.  
• For Individual   

timelines.  
• For Individual   

 
 

 
 

 
5. The functional assessment was a component of the Comprehensive Psychological 

Assessment and included current clinical and behavioral data as well as graphs that 
depicted behavioral trends. Modifications to an individual’s behavioral programming 
were tracked in a detailed and thorough summary of previous treatment.  
 
For five of five individuals, the assessments contained the required components. The two 
remaining individuals, Individual and Individual  
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Some behavior plans described how and how often an individual was reinforced for 
desired behaviors, while others provided vague guidance to staff and did not offer specific 
examples of desired behaviors to be reinforced. For Individual , Individual , and 
Individual  their behavior plans guided staff to  

 
 

 
As written, behavior plans did not promote growth, development, or independence 
because they did not teach functionally equivalent alternatives to problematic behaviors. 
Behavior plans also did not describe prosocial behaviors and skills, and staff were not 
adequately supported to recognize, teach, or reinforce desired behaviors. 

 
9 Regarding behaviors targeted for decrease, partial interval measures were typically used 

to determine behavioral levels from month to month. In general, individuals were not 
making progress towards achievement of behavioral objectives. Some data remained 
steady over time, while other data showed increasing trends. GRC had not established a 
system to assess data reliability. Reliability of data was, therefore, questionable and did 
not accurately display the individual’s progress towards goal achievement.  

 
10 Even though data did not accurately display an individual’s progress over time because 

the data could not be deemed to be reliable (see indicator #9), it was also not evident that 
IDTs were responding to an individual’s documented lack of progress in an appropriate 
manner. For example: 
• Individual  

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

11. Following review by the Internal Peer Review Committee, behavior plans were reviewed 
by the Human Rights Committee. Behavior plans were required to be implemented within 
14 days of HRC approval. This paragraph of the Consent Decree was not applicable to two 
of the seven individuals who did not exhibit behavioral challenges that required behavior 
plans. For two of the other five individuals, their behavior plans were implemented within 
the 14-day timeline. For the three remaining individuals, behavior plans were not 
implemented on time. Findings included: 

 
 

 

Individual 
# 

Date of 
Psychological 
Assessment 

Behavior 
Support 

Plan 
Written 

Human 
Rights 

Approval 
Obtained 

Behavior Support Plan 
Implemented 
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• Individual  
• Individual  

  
• Individual  

 
• Individual  

. 
• Individual  

 
• Individual  
• Individual . 
 

12. Five of five individuals who engaged in behaviors requiring behavior plans had current 
behavior plans. 
 

13. Behavior plans used objective, clear, and concise language to describe precursor 
behaviors, target behaviors of concern, and strategies for avoiding and addressing target 
behaviors. The plans also provided guidance on data collection. As discussed in comments 
for indicator #8, behavior plans did not include replacement behaviors. Replacement 
behavior training was outlined in Individual Implementation Programs (IIPs). In general, 
replacement behaviors were not functionally-equivalent to respective maladaptive 
behaviors and antecedent and consequent strategies did not correspond to behavioral 
functions. Positive reinforcement was not always used to reward target behaviors or 
skills. For example: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

. 
 
Transition BSPs had been developed for individuals with higher-level support needs for 

challenging behaviors. Transition BSPs were developed after the BCBA visited the 

prospective residential site and determined what the individual would specifically need 

for behavioral supports. The plans were supposed to provide community providers with 

specialized information needed to support the individual effectively in the community. 

Transition BSPs were clear and easy to understand. While they did provide valuable 

information and guidance about the individual’s behavioral needs and strategies to 

address behavioral challenges, they did not offer information and guidance beyond what 

the traditional behavior plans provided. Transition BSPs had the potential to equip 

community provider staff with the proper tools to prevent and address behavioral 

challenges exhibited in the community. Transition BSPs also had the potential to teach 

relevant community-based replacement behaviors and behavioral strategies. For 

example: 

 
 to Individual  and Individual  Both individuals 

were  
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14. (Indicators 14-16). There were three full-time BCBAs and two master-level psychologists 

who worked to oversee the behavioral programming of the individuals who remained at 
the Center. Two of the three BCBAs were contracted to develop community-based 
transition behavior plans for individuals with significant behavioral challenges and needs. 
One BCBA was assigned to support individuals who had behavioral health needs that did 
not pose a significant risk to health and safety. All five behavioral health professionals 
reported directly to the Director of Psychology who was a doctoral level BCBA.  
 
During the last monitoring visit, the Center shared a plan to ensure that all behavior plans 
were reviewed and approved by BCBA. It was not evident that the Center had fully 
accomplished this, however, functional behavioral assessments and behavior support 
plans were written by staff who had been trained in Applied Behavior Analysis. 
 

17. GRC provided individuals with individualized services and programs. Programs, however, did 
not address many of the individuals’ behavioral needs because replacement behaviors were 
not functional, or function based (see comments for indicators #8 and #13). 
 

18. The Director of Psychology was a doctoral level BCBA with expertise in children’s forensic 
psychology. The Director actively participated in meetings and was involved in the overall 
care of the individuals at GRC. 
 

19. The Monitoring Team was unable to find evidence of reliability measures to assess the quality 
of behavioral assessments and BSPs or for collection of valid and reliable data. There was also 
no evidence of a process for assessing interrater agreement of behavioral instances as they 
occurred. Data was not reviewed and discussed by the IDT and data were not used to inform 
decisions about behavioral programming. For individuals who were not making progress, 
their assessments and interventions were not revised to promote behavioral goal 
achievement. 
 

20. The Monitoring Team was unable to find evidence of a policy or system outlining the 
acquisition and analysis of behavioral data. This was not included in their behavioral health 
policy. 
 

21. The individual’s cumulative treatment history was documented within the psychological 
assessment and offered a comprehensive timeline of supports and behavioral programming 
that included psychiatric consults, medication regimen adjustments, and new or modified 
behavioral interventions. In conjunction with behavioral data and graphs, the timeline could 
have permitted ongoing clinical review of previous and current treatment and supports, and 
the monitoring of progress and effectiveness of treatment. It was not clear, however, that 
behavioral data and graphs were shared with the IDT and used to make decisions about 
behavioral programming.  
 

22. Behavioral graphs were simple, easy to interpret, and displayed variability and progress 
overall. Graphs most often displayed the number of behavioral incidents per month. Graphs 
did not include phase change lines to highlight the impact of interventions and modifications 
to behavioral, psychological, and/or psychiatric treatment of target behaviors. For example:  
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

• Individual  
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23. The IDTs met monthly for an integrated review (MIR) of behavioral programming and other 

therapeutic and habilitative supports. The meetings were a forum for discussion about 

habilitative progress and supports, behavioral incidents, trends, and ongoing needs and 

concerns. When a risk or concern was identified, the IDT typically developed a plan to address 

it. Anecdotal information as well as behavioral and skill-acquisition data were presented for 

IDT review, and treatment recommendations and decisions were generally based on that 

information and data. There were times, however, when information presented to the IDT did 

not lead to robust discussions about a problem behavior or result in appropriate treatment 

decisions. For example: 

• From month to month, Individual  

 

 

 

 

 
24. Peer review meetings occurred days following the development of psychological assessments 

and BSPs, and annually thereafter. Peer review meetings were a forum for the Director of 

Psychology, along with a team of BCBAs and psychologists, to assess the overall quality of 

behavioral programming and supports and ensure assessments and plans aligned with GRC 

policies. Recommendations made by the team were considered and sometimes incorporated 

into assessments and/or plans. Evidence of follow-up and response to peer review 

recommendations was not always clear.  

• For Individual  and Individual  the  
 

 
 

25. (Indicators 25-26). It was not evident that behavioral and skill-acquisition data were 

measured across all treatment settings. Behavioral data measured the number of intervals 

during which problematic behaviors were exhibited per month. Replacement behavior data 

measured the number of teaching trials completed per month. For all individuals in the review 

group, behavioral data that were compiled each month did not identify the setting where 

target behaviors were exhibited. IIPs also did not describe treatment settings and it was not 

possible to determine if teaching trials were conducted at home or at vocational or day 

programs. Awareness of the setting could have been helpful in assessing antecedents and 

motivation with respect to problematic behaviors.  

 

27. (Indicators 27-28). Behavioral data were generally collected using 30-minute partial intervals. 

At the end of each shift, staff recorded the number of intervals during which the problematic 

behavior occurred. Data collection instructions were included on accountability sheets and the 

IIP document that staff were able to access. There was no system for measuring reliability or 

inter-observer agreement, and treatment integrity measures did not adequately or accurately 

show staff competencies in all aspects of behavioral programming (see indicator #31). Data 

collection instructions also did not identify expectations for behavioral levels (how high they 

should be). Accountability sheets provided staff with the information and guidance needed to 

collect behavioral and skill-acquisition data each shift. The documents included examples of 

problematic behaviors and what to look for when evaluating whether the individual 

completed an objective or task. Accountability sheets did not indicate the goal level of 

behavior or the skill-acquisition criterion the individual was working to achieve. For example: 

• Individual  
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• Individual  
 

 
 

29. This indicator was not met, because the reliability and fidelity measures were not adequate 
(see indicators #27–28 and #31). 

 
30. Behavior plans used clear and concise language to describe precursor behaviors, target 

behaviors of concern, and strategies for avoiding and addressing target behaviors. The plans 
also provided guidance on data collection. The plans were written in a way that could be easily 
understood and implemented by direct care staff.  

 
31. Program Implementation and Monitoring (PIM) forms were fidelity measures used to assess 

staff knowledge and ability to implement behavior plans and skill-acquisition plans. Regarding 

behavior plans, PIM forms listed each section of an individual’s behavior plan along with a 

place to respond positively or negatively about the staff’s ability to describe or demonstrate 

their knowledge of that section of the plan. Behavioral PIM forms were not individualized, or 

competency based. They did not identify specific skills for staff to describe or demonstrate. If 

the staff did not accurately describe or demonstrate their knowledge of a particular section of 

the behavior plan, then the evaluator used the comments section of the PIM form to document 

the type of retraining provided to the staff. If there were significant deviations in 

implementation of an individual’s behavior plan, then the PIM form did not identify what 

specific skills or knowledge the staff was lacking. It was also not evident that deviations in 

implementation were reported to the assigned psychologist, BCBA, or administrator. 

 
32. -34. All staff were required to complete Applied Behavior Analysis training in addition to a 

two-day training on the following topics: 
• Building healthy relationships. 
• Healthy communication 
• Healthy conflict resolution. 
• Trauma-informed services. 
• Positive Behavioral Supports. 
• Intervention and restraint during emotionally escalated situations. 

 
It was not evident that staff had received training in the areas of severe behavioral needs or 
the co-occurrence of mental health needs and IDD. When asked about training methods, staff 
reported that they had been trained by psychology assistants and QIDPs who provided 
overviews of behavioral programs, skill-acquisition programs, and data collection systems.  
Trainings did not appear to be standardized (i.e., trainees were not receiving the same 
information and developing a consistent set of competencies). Training rosters included 
printed names and signatures of staff who had received training on individual behavior plans. 
It was not clear what had been trained or what the training format was.  
 

35. Although the IIP Monitoring Procedure protocol required Program Implementation 
Monitoring (PIM) to be completed monthly for each individual, monitoring of behavior plans 
did not occur consistently for all individuals in the review group. For example: 

• For Individual  
  

• For Individual . 
• For Individual   

 
Restrictive procedures other than psychotropic medications were listed as an environmental 
need in some behavior plans. Staff knowledge of restrictive procedures was assessed via the 
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Program Implementation and Monitoring (PIM) process, using a form that indicated whether 
staff were able to describe or demonstrate their knowledge of a particular section of an 
individual’s behavior plan. PIM forms did not clearly identify specific elements or subsections 
of the plan the staff were expected to describe or demonstrate. PIM forms also did not 
evaluate or demonstrate reliability. It was not evident that reliability checks were occurring or 
that the GRC had implemented a system to routinely collect, analyze, and act on data regarding 
the use of restrictive interventions. Restrictive procedures were included in Monthly 
Integrated Review (MIR) minutes, however, there was no evidence of a robust discussion or 
analysis of the procedures. Especially lacking was the impact of the community on the 
individual’s restrictions and how these would change or be presented in the community.  
 

36. See indicator 35. 
 
  



generally accepted professional standards of care.

laaSe I

=
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Integrated Review (MIR) minutes, however, there was no evidence of a robust discussion 
or analysis of the procedures.  
 

3. Restrictive procedures other than psychotropic medications were listed as a 
programmatic restraint in some behavior plans. Staff knowledge of restrictive procedures 
was assessed via the Program Implementation and Monitoring (PIM) process, using a 
form that indicated whether staff were able to describe or demonstrate their knowledge 
of a particular section of an individual’s behavior plan. PIM forms did not clearly identify 
specific elements or subsections of the plan the staff were expected to describe or 
demonstrate. PIM forms also did not evaluate or demonstrate reliability. It was not 
evident that reliability checks were occurring or that the GRC had implemented a system 
to routinely collect, analyze, and act on data regarding the use of restrictive interventions. 
Restrictive procedures were included in Monthly Integrated Review (MIR) minutes, 
however, there was no evidence of a robust discussion or analysis of the procedures.  

 
4. Restrictive interventions, including the number of individuals with any type of restrictive 

intervention and the number of individuals with restrictive intervention(s) based on a 
peer's identified needs, were included on the monthly Quality Council Meeting report. It 
was clearly documented that the data on restrictive interventions was the responsibility 
of the QIDPs. This change occurred in July 2020. Prior to that, the house psychologist was 
responsible for providing these data. Recommended action for the 4/18/23 Quality 
Council meeting included having psychologist review pica diagnosis and how data was 
collected. This suggested that a psychologist may not routinely be involved in verifying 
the validity of data and analyzing it. Also included in the monthly Quality Report was data 
on the number of programs with restrictive interventions that were submitted and that 
were approved by the Human Rights Committee each month. In addition, each month's 
report contains a detailed analysis of restraint use. Also lacking was the impact of the 
community on the individual’s restrictions and how these would change or be presented 
in the community. 

 
5. Examples of remediation actions were noted in an untitled document that included 

recommended follow-up to the Quality Council meetings. For the months of March and 
April 2023, the number of restrictive interventions decreased by 7, from 67 in March to 
60 in April. In May, there was an increase of 20, from 60 to 80. In June that number 
decreased by 7 to 73. Since there was a decrease in April and again in June, remediation 
action was likely not required. However, no evidence of remediation following the May 
increase in the number of restrictive interventions was noted. This practice of a second 
document for noting remediation actions started for the meeting that occurred on 
3/21/23 and going forward. For the meeting dated 4/18/23, there was a month-to-month 
increase of six individuals with restrictive interventions from February 2023 (61) to 
March 2023 (67). On the tracking document for remediation, there were two 
recommended actions for the 4/18/23 meeting. However, both actions were for the same 
individual (Individual  

. Further, a review of 
minutes from the Quality Council meeting that occurred on 2/21/23, action needed was 
to be noted in the meeting minutes document itself. There was an increase of two 
individuals who required restrictive intervention from December (61) to January (63), 
but action needed was not documented on the minutes for the 2/21/23 Quality Council 
meeting that included a review of these data. 

 
  



Section D.i Restraints (128-143)
‘Summary: For the six-month pre-visit data collection period the Facility reported 14 incidents of restraint
involving 11 Individuals. From these data, it appeared that threeofthe 14 were medical restraint (a hold
necessary to allow for a medication injection or blood draw) leaving 11 restraints for nine individuals that were
related to behavior that was presented as an imminent danger to selfor others.

Four restraints episodes were selected for thisreview.JE

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 128, Paragraph 131, Paragraph 138, Paragraph 141, & Paragraph 142
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 129,& Paragraph 130.

GRC’ restraint policies ently restraints that may be used and the criteriafor thei use and shall categorize| SC
permitted restraints by levelofrestriction. (par. 126)

[FT — [5 |
i “The restraint was the least restrictive intervention necessary. (par. 129) [|

“The restraint was used 23 a ast resort and afer graduated rangeof ess restrictive measures were
exhaustedorconsidered in a clinically justifiable manner. (par. 129)

| The restraint was applied in the leas restrictive orm and duration ofrestraint necessary and appropriate | PC
forthe circumstances. (par. 129) 50%

2/4
“The restraint was applied in accordance with applicable written policies, procedures, andplansgoverning | NC
restraint use. (par. 129) 0%

0/1
7 [The restraint was not used or punishment, for convenience of taf or In the absence of, or asan aernative

to, treatment. (par. 130)
Prone restraint was not ised. (par. 131) E3

100%
41

The restraint was terminated as soon a3 the resident was no longera danger @ him/herselforothers. (par. | PC
132) 75%

3/1
“The restraint was not probed by the individuals medical orders or ISP. (par. 133) NC

0%
0/1

Tra medical restraint (for routine medical or dental care) the ISP inchided treatments or strategies to NC
minimizeor eliminate the need fo restraint. (par. 133) 0%

02
Wihin 30 mites afer tationof strain, 3 physician, PHYSICSSS,rse practitioner, ora
Registered Nursewith training inapplication andassessmentofrestraint, conducted and documented a
face-to-face examinationofthe resident, including a checkfo restrain.related injury. (par. 134]

T3] Staff(who me criteria) ciecked the resident as soon as possible but, in exceptional ircumstances where | NC
restraints exceed 15 minutes, no later than 15 minutes from the tart of the restraint,toreview the 25%
application and consequenceofrestraint. (par. 135) 4

registered nurse shall monitor and document vital Signs 3nd mental Status ofa resident In restraints3
least every 30 minutes from the starof the restrain, and at th restraints conclusion (except for medical
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Festraint pursuant to3 physician'sorder. In each instanceofa medical restrain, the physician shall specity | 0/4
thescheduleand type of monitoringrequired). (pa. 136)

T5] Every resident in physical or medical mechanical restraint Shall eceive opportunities to exercise restrained|NC
limbs, toeatas near mealtimesa possible, to drink lids, and tousea toilet or bedpan,consistent with | 0%
generally accepted professional standardsofcare; and shall be under continuous one-to-one supervision. | 0/4

137)
Mechanical restraintswere mot used (other than as prescribed for necessary medical are). (par. 138) C

100%
4/1

The restraint was documented consistent with generally sccepted professional standards ofcare (par. 139)[5]

There were three instances of restraint in 30 days (or an increasing frend in restrain dataover the course
of three months), the IDT examined and refined behavioral programming using data-based decision-making.
(par. 140)

T9| GRC stallresponsible Tor applying restraints have successfully completed competencybased trammg on | SC
‘applicable BSPs and safety plans; approved verbal intervention and redirection techniques; approved 100%
restraint techniques; and adequate supervision of any resident in restraint. (ar. 141) 4/4

GRC Behavioral Heath Professionals shall bo volved in the election ofany crisis management system used| SC
by GRC. All Behavioral Health Professionals at GRC shall haveahigh degree ofexpertise with the crisis
managementsystem. Training shall beconductedbycertified trainers. (par. 142)

“The IDT reviewed the residents BSP and ensured that It contained the objecively defined behavior that | PC
leads useofthe restraint and alternative, positive adaptive behaviors to be taught o the resident to 50%
replace thebehavior tht initiate the useofrestraint a well aotherprograms, where possible, to reduce | 2/4
or eliminate the use of such restraint. (ar. 143)

Comments
1." GRC's restraint policies identified restraints that maybe used and the criteria for thir use

and shall categorize permitted restraints by level ofrestriction. This policy was
revised updated 1/25/23but shouldbereviewed todetermine f the findings in this
report suggest a need for policy changes or refinement.

2. The individual posed an immediate and serious riskof harm to him- o herselfor hers.

3. The restraint was not consistently the least restrictive intervention necessary.

4. The restraint was not always used as a lat resort and after graduated range ofess
restrictive measures were exhausted or considered ina clinical 1manner.

5. The restraint was not consistently applied in the leas restrictive form and duration of
restrainta afor the circumstances.
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6. The restraint was not applied in accordance with applicable written policies, procedures, 
and plans governing restraint use.  
• For Individual  

  
  

 
  

  
 

 
7. For two of four restraints, the restraint was not used for punishment, for convenience of 

staff, or in the absence of, or as an alternative to, treatment. For Individual  
 

 
 

8. Prone restraint was not used for 4/4 restraints reviewed. The Monitoring Team did not 
find any evidence of the use of prone restraint.  
 

9. On three of four occasions, the restraint was not terminated as soon as the resident was 
no longer a danger to him/herself or others. For Individual  

  
 

10. The restraint was not prohibited by the individual’s medical orders or ISP.  
• For Individual  

  
  

  
  

 
11. If a medical restraint (for routine medical or dental care), the ISP did not include 

treatments or strategies to minimize or eliminate the need for restraint. 
• For Individual #11,  

 
 

12. On two of four occasions, within 30 minutes after initiation of restraint, a physician, 
physician's assistant, nurse practitioner, or a Registered Nurse with training in 
application and assessment of restraint, conducted and documented a face-to-face 
examination of the resident, including a check for restraint-related injury.  
• For Individual  

 
  

  
 

13. On one of four occasions, staff (who meet criteria) checked the resident as soon as 
possible, but in exceptional circumstances where restraints exceed 15 minutes, no later 
than 15 minutes from the start of the restraint, to review the application and consequence 
of restraint. The Facility referred to the staff conducting these activities as observers. The 
Monitoring Team reviewed the training records for the observers of the four restraints in 
the review group. All had completed MANDT training. MANDT was described as the core 
training staff received for restraint use.  
• For Individual  

  
  

 
 

 
14. On zero of four opportunities, a registered nurse did not monitor and document vital signs 

and mental status of a resident in restraints at least every 30 minutes from the start of the 
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restraint and at the restraint’s conclusion, (except for medical restraint pursuant to a 
physician’s order. In each instance of a medical restraint, the physician shall specify the 
schedule and type of monitoring required).  
• For Individual  

. This was not adequate. The actual time should be 
noted.  

• For Individual  

  
• For Individual  

 
 

15. The RIDDR did not record data the level of supervision and to show that every resident in 
physical or medical mechanical restraint shall receive opportunities to exercise restrained 
limbs, to eat as near mealtimes as possible, to drink fluids, and to use a toilet or bed pan, 
consistent with generally accepted professional standards of care; and shall be under 
continuous one-to-one supervision.  
 

16. Mechanical restraints were not used (other than as prescribed for necessary medical 
care). 

 
17. The restraint was not documented consistent with generally accepted professional 

standards of care. Instances of missing, incomplete, or confusing documentation are noted 
in comments in Indicators 1-16 above. 
 

18. There were no occurrences of three instances of restraint in 30 days. 
 

19. GRC staff responsible for applying restraints successfully completed competency-based 
training on applicable BSPs and safety plans, approved verbal intervention and 
redirection techniques, approved restraint techniques, and adequate supervision of any 
resident in restraint.  
 
The Monitoring Team reviewed the training records for staff applying restraint to 
Individual  and Individual . All staff had MANDT training.  
 
It was not evident that staff had received training in the areas of severe behavioral needs 
or the co-occurrence of mental health needs and IDD. When asked about training 
methods, staff reported that they had been trained by psychology assistants and QIDPs 
who provided overviews of behavioral programs, skill-acquisition programs, and data 
collection systems.  
Trainings did not appear to be standardized (i.e., trainees were not receiving the same 
information and developing a consistent set of competencies). Training rosters included 
printed names and signatures of staff who had received training on individual behavior 
plans. It was not clear what had been trained or what the training format was.  
 

20. Training records were in place showing behavioral health staff received training by 
certified trainers (MANDT). QAD reported that behavioral health staff had been involved 
in selecting MANDT as an appropriate training curriculum for use at GRC.  
 

21. On two of four occasions, the IDT reviewed the individual’s BSP and ensured that it 
contained the objectively defined behavior that led to use of the restraint and alternative, 
positive adaptive behaviors to be taught to the resident to replace the behavior that 
initiates the use of restraint, as well as other programs, where possible, to reduce or 
eliminate the use of such restraint.  
• For Individual  

 
• For Individual  
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Section D.ii: Seclusion (144-149)
‘Summary: The Facility reported it did not use seclusion and facility policy confirmed this. The MonitoringTeam
did not observe the useofseclusion.

Ir re——ce
+ onlyasalast resort and aftera graduated rangeoflessrestrictive measures has been exhausted or

considered in aclinicallyjustifiable manner.BL ————ER,
plansgoverning seclusion.
(par. 145)

‘Seclusion hada recommendationby the resident's assigned Behavioral Health Professional and wasLL owTTT
We
* hada BSP, developedbythe resident's Behavioral Health Professional and implementedbythe

«Such aplan shall setforthspecific steps to be takenbythe residents IDT and Behavioral Health

ultimately eliminateits use.IE A———————a
EEiaf

review theuseofseclusion and ensure that sufficientprotectionsare in place.A InersBEa
ETTARTE
‘access to such items, GRC shall ensure that the resident's BSPprovidesaplantoreturnaccess and that sucha
oTTRTEEo——DEars

,



Section Dil: Other Restrictive Interventions (150-154)
Summary: No appropriate restrictive techniques were ientiied Tor he three individual i he restraint
ceview group, Theremaybe issues related to this subject matter (other restrictive interventions) noted by the
Monitoring Team inother sections ofthis report.
Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 150,Paragraph 151,& Paragraph 152.

TREAT sare Tarasem Tos Wareenam re Sc
+ used only as needed.
+ imcontunction with postive behavioral interventions that addres functionally equivalent
repented

+ aferarangeof less restrictive measureshavebeen exhausted
CRC aesaeres ORTSSCORGRY
accepted professional standardsof care.
150

Th event of an imminentfeyFk,brie reseiv tervenionsmaybo weed Tor upto 18 mimes and | SC
maycontinue fo up to 12 hours withthe advance approval of he Administratoron Duty. (par. 151) Too

ur
los here oa Terme saryTkaeste ervenion Sal be Tplemenmed wre required
actionsaecompleted. Gar. 152)
Fr res Troanees oF ese Werenonof roan Ta Go or sn Toren won
Fotricive vervention dataover the courseoftheemonthof a resident) the IDT shall examine and refine
the esilent behavioral programming a setoth Paragraph 140. (pa. 153
Restrictive intorvenions shal orbeacpraved im rests UF for peedaTmore Tam SOR 30%
time without reapprovalb he resdents Behavioral Healt Profesional, theDirectoofeyeholog, the
residentsIDT, GRE Human Rights Commitee, and tho resident's guaran. (ar. 154)

Comments
1." No otherrestrictive interventions were identifiedbythe MonitoringTeam, however, the

orton Tet reviewed four epeeiieTesiints weniveg free ideal:
2 Inthe eventofan minent safety ik,brief restrictive interventions way be used for up
115minutes and may continue forup0 12 hourswith th advance pproval ofthe
AdministeronDu.—inv)I
EE

3. No thesrestrictive interventions were identified bythe Monitoring Tears.
4. Therewere no stancesofthee restrictive interventions bing povided within 30 dos.
5. Based onthe documentreview, restrictive interventions were approvedinan individuals

ESPfor a period f more thn 0day aa tne without respprovalby heresents
Behavioral Health Professional, the DirectorofPychology, the resident's DT, GRC
aman RightsCommittee, and he resident's guanian-
From document review, there was 70 evidence tia the requirementsof tls indicator
were mes

«



Section E: Engagementand Skill Acquisition (155-163)
‘Summary: Assessments were crucial prerequisites to skill-acquisition plans that had potential to support the
developmentoffunctional and meaningful skills that were based on the individual's strengths, abilities, and

preferences.Assessments, while thorough, did not always offer recommendations for meaningful and functionaleh i omen
future planningfor individuals who planned to transition to the community. Assessments instead focused on the

‘SAPs were in place for all individuals in thereview group. SAPs had potential to teach meaningful and functional
skills. Manyofthe SAPs, however, were compliance objectives for individuals to complete household choresortore
Whileengagementwas still a challenge due to low staffing levels, it was good to see that more individuals were.
engaged in meaningful activities as compared to the previous Monitoring Team visit. It was also good to see that
there was a monitoring procedure in place to assess engagementatrandom times. Theprocedurewas mostly
subjective, and it was not clear howstaffhad been trained to assess and determineifactivities individuals

engaged in met criterion. Nevertheless, it was good to see thatregularobservations were occurring and that
administrators were involved in the process.

It was positive to see that strengths and deficits in a varietyof areas had been evaluated by respective
disciplines. It was not evident that evaluation results and data had been shared with the GRC Quality

Management team or that data were used to assist the Quality Management team to identify and address trends.

‘orstrategies to minimize or overcome the barriers, and there was no evidenceof a formal community

integration plan to minimize and/orovercome behavioral barriers.Stafftraining was an area that neededtn

To)
[Fmhm or i ||asappropriate,an assessment is completed inaccordancewith the individual's needs. (par. 155) 0%5ee ii Eepom BLRi pmerORSERenReBE
 ————

[mmm EEE i|
[[rr——J]p
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5  Assistive/adaptive equipment identified in the individual’s PNMP is in proper working condition. (par. 156) SC 
100% 
5/5 

6  Assistive/adaptive equipment identified in the individual’s PNMP appears to be the proper fit for the 
individual. (par. 156) 

SC 
100% 
5/5 

7  The individual has skill acquisition plans. (par. 157,159) SC 
100% 
7/7 

8  The SAPs are measurable. (par. 157,159) SC 
100% 
7/7 

9  The individual’s SAPs were based on assessment results. (par. 157,159) NC 
0% 
0/7 

10  SAPs are practical, functional, and meaningful. (par. 157,159) NC 
0% 
0/7 

11  Reliable and valid data are available that report/summarize the individual’s status and progress. (par. 
157,161) 

NC 
0% 
0/7 

12  The individual is progressing on his/her SAP. (par. 159) NC 
0% 
0/7 

13  If the goal/objective was met, a new or updated goal/objective was introduced. (par. 159) NC 
0% 
0/7 

14  If the individual was not making progress, actions were taken. (par. 159) NC 
0% 
0/7 

15  The individual is meaningfully engaged in residential and treatment sites (par. 157) PC 
67% 
4/6 

16  The facility regularly measures engagement in all the individual’s treatment sites. (par. 157) 
 

NC 
0% 
0/7 

17  The day and treatment sites of the individual have goal engagement level scores. (par. 157) NC 
0% 
0/6 

18  The facility’s goal levels of engagement in the individual’s day and treatment sites are achieved. (par. 157) NC 
0% 
0/6 

19  For the individual, goal frequencies of community recreational activities are (a) established and (b) 
achieved. (par. 157) 

NC 
0% 
0/7 

20  For the individual, goal frequencies of SAP training in the community are (a) established and (b) achieved. 
(par. 157) 

NC 
0% 
0/7 

21  GRC shall conduct annual assessments, with quarterly reviews, of residents’ preferences, strengths, skills, 
needs, and barriers to community integration, in the areas of living, working, and engaging in leisure 
activities. For residents with behavioral barriers to community integration, the resident’s Behavioral Health 
Professional shall assist with developing a Community Integration Plan to minimize the existence of 
behavioral barriers. (par. 158) 

NC 
0% 
0/4 

22  GRC shall use the information gained from the assessment and review process to develop, integrate, and 
revise programs of training, education, and skill acquisition to address each resident’s needs. (par. 159) 

NC 

23  The State shall ensure that all GRC direct care staff have successfully completed competency-based training 
on the implementation of the habilitation programs, including training, education, and skill acquisition 

NC 
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programs, of the residents they work with, annually and every time a new habilitation program is 
implemented. (par. 160) 

24  GRC’s quality management system shall include processes to ensure that the habilitation, training, 
education, and skill acquisition programs provided to GRC residents are consistent with current, generally 
accepted professional standards and implemented in an appropriate manner. (par. 162) 

NC 

25  Whenever problems are identified under the processes set forth in Paragraphs 161-162, GRC shall develop 
and implement plans to remediate the problems. (par. 163) 

NC 

Comments: 
1.  For the individuals in the review group, discipline assessments were required to be 

developed and submitted within 10 days prior to the ISP meeting. This portion of the 
indicator was not met for any of the individuals in the review group because relevant 
assessments had not been submitted on time. Findings included: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 
It was good to see that assessments were consistently updated following a change in 
healthcare status or when an individual’s support needs changed. It was not evident that 
assessment recommendations were reviewed every 90 days as required by the Consent 
Decree. 

 
2. Assessments generally focused on a particular life area and did not integrate much, if any, 

information from other disciplines. Assessments also tended to focus on the individual’s 
immediate needs at GRC and not the supports the individual might need following a 
transition to the community. For example, vocational assessments for four individuals 
offered the same boilerplate set of recommendations for future planning: 
• Continually monitor assessment results, data, and anecdotal feedback from support 

professionals to guide the development of behavioral supports and the acquisition of 
skills that will enable this individual to be successful in community-based settings 
and are consistent with standards in the field of applied behavior analysis. 

• Continually work with the support team, guardian, and psychiatrist to identify 
whether the benefits of psychotropic medication outweigh the risks and, if so, the 
most effective medications and dosages. 

• Continue to explore community-based residences. 
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• Remind (individual’ name), his guardian, and potential community-based providers 
that the Glenwood Resource Center behavioral services are available to help them 
make a smooth transition into a less restrictive environment. 

• Also, further behavioral supports are offered through the Money Follows the Person 
(MFP) program and/or the Iowa’s Technical Assistance and Behavior Supports (I-
TABS) program for individuals moving from the Resource Center into a community-
based residential home. 

 
Although preference assessments were conducted, supports and SAPs were not based on 
the results. Supports and SAPs, therefore, were not based on the preferences of the 
individuals. It was not evident that assessments were informed by IDT review or 
discussion, or that the IDTs had discussed how the assessment results impacted the 
individual’s functional performance. Assessments generally did not present or involve an 
analysis of clinical data to support treatment efficacy, and data were not used to assess an 
individual’s overall functional status. 

  
Regarding habilitative supports (OT, PT, and SLP combined), 48 percent of the 
assessments contained the necessary components to meet the needs of the individual. 
Few assessments included recommendations for direct or indirect supports and/or SAPs. 
Pervasive issues noted across all assessments included a lack of a clear focus on what was 
needed to be successful in the community. Also lacking were recommendations developed 
to address identified areas of deficit, and a discussion about the effectiveness of the 
supports provided. Findings included:  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
 

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

• For Individual  
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3. Three of the individuals had skill-development programs that were based on habilitative 
support recommendations. The SAPs for all three individuals were implemented. Findings 
included: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

•  
Individual  

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

 
4. For five of five individuals, assistive/adaptive equipment identified in the individual’s 

PNMP was clean. 
 

5. For five of five individuals, assistive/adaptive equipment identified in the individual’s 
PNMP was in proper working condition. 

 
6. For five of five individuals, assistive/adaptive equipment identified in the individual’s 

PNMP looked to be the proper fit for the individual. 
 

7. SAPs were developed and implemented for seven of seven individuals. 
 

8. For all seven individuals, SAPs and teaching strategies used observable and measurable 
terms to describe what the individual was expected to do. 
 

9. Most SAPs were not reflective of assessment results and generally did not teach functional 
or meaningful skills. Implementation Programs (IIPs) did not generally teach skills that 
promoted growth, development, integration, and independence. Some IIPs were 
behavioral expectations that an individual did not engage in more than a designated 
number of behavioral incidents per month. Other IIPs were compliance objectives that 
prompted individuals to complete tasks and respond to demands instead of teaching 
functional skills. For example: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

 
Implementation of IIPs for three individuals were observed by the Monitoring Team 
during the review week. It was positive that the SAPs were based on recommendations 
found in their OT/PT and communication assessments. 
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• Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

. 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

10. See indicator #9 above. 
 

11. The Monitoring Team was unable to find that the Center assessed the quality of skill-
acquisition programs or of the collection of reliable individual performance data.  

 
12. Without reliable data, it was not possible to determine if the individuals were making true 

progress towards skill-acquisition goals. From month to month, skill-acquisition data 
documented whether the individual practiced a skill overall. Some SAPs were teaching 
plans with multiple steps. Data did not highlight aspects of the teaching program where 
the individual was making progress or regressing, and data were not analyzed to assess 
progress. For example: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

  
 

13. Indicators #13 and #14 were not met because data did not accurately demonstrate the 
individual’s progress towards achievement of skill-acquisition objectives. (Also see 
indicator 12 above.) 

 
14. See indicator #13 above. 

 
15. During the review week, it was good to see that several of the individuals had attended the 

state fair and other community venues for recreational outings. It was also good to see an 
increase in the number of individuals who accessed day services in building #102 since 
the last monitoring review. Building #102 continued to offer a wide array of options for 
meaningful engagement, learning, and skill-development.  
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During three separate visits to the program, the Monitoring Team observed six individuals 
in attendance each time. Although the program could have accommodated more 
individuals, the Center continued to struggle with staffing shortages, and staff from the 
homes were often unable to accompany and support individuals at the program. The 
Monitoring Team observed some individuals who were actively engaged in meaningful 
activities while others were not. During one visit, the Monitoring Team observed four 
individuals who were engaged in a painting activity. They were actively participating and 
appeared to enjoy the activity. Another group of individuals, who had significant 
expressive language deficits, sat on a sofa facing a television. It was not clear that they 
were actively engaged in watching the television. Regarding individuals in the review 
group, visits to their homes, jobs, and day programs showed varying levels of engagement.  
 
Findings included: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

• Individual  
 

.  
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
 

 
16. GRC had an Observation Procedure that required weekly assessments to ensure 

individuals were engaged. According to the policy, the Residential Treatment Specialist, 
QIDP and Treatment Program Administrator were responsible for tracking the date, 
location, number of individuals present, and the activity individuals were engaged in. The 
observation form also listed expectations for engagement and staff support, along with a 
place for the observer to respond positively or negatively indicating whether the 
expectations were met. Even so, individuals were being assessed for preferred leisure 
activities and offered opportunities to engage in those activities.  
 
Although the definition of engagement was subjective, and it was not clear how staff had 
been trained to assess and determine if activities individuals engaged in enhanced their 
physical, emotional, social, intellectual, and vocational development as indicated on the 
form, it was still good to see that regular observations were occurring and that 
administrators were involved in the process.  

 
17. It was not evident that GRC had established goal levels for engagement or that evaluators 

had been trained to recognize and respond to low levels of engagement and active 
treatment. 

 
18. See indicator #17.  
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19. Habilitation, vocational, and skill-acquisition programs did not tend to focus on the 
development of functional skills or promote personal growth or independence. 
Individuals were not supported with skill development programs to teach the skills 
necessary to work successfully in the community. Programs did not teach skills to prepare 
individuals to transition to the community. Skill acquisition programs were implemented 
in the homes and individuals were not offered opportunities to learn and practice skills in 
community settings. This lack of carry-over and immersion into the community impacts 
skill development and may pose as an additional barrier to transitioning to the 
community.  

 
20. See indicator #19. 

 
21. Strengths and deficits in the areas of self-help, domestics, eating, hygiene, communication, 

and social skills, as well as barriers to community integration were reviewed annually at 
the individual’s ISP meeting. For individuals who exhibited behaviors that were barriers 
to community transition, IDTs did not develop plans or strategies to minimize or 
overcome the barriers, and there was no evidence of a formal community integration plan 
to minimize and/or overcome behavioral barriers as required by the Consent Decree. 
Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
22. It was positive to see that supports recommended in communication and OT/PT 

assessments had been implemented, and training and skill-acquisition programs had been 
developed based on the recommendations. For example: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
23. When asked about training methods, staff reported that they had received on-the-spot 

training by psychology assistants and QIDPs who provided overviews of behavioral 
programs, skill-acquisition programs, and data collection systems. It was not evident that 
trainings were standardized and that trainees were receiving the same information and 
developing a consistent set of competencies. Training rosters included printed names and 
signatures of staff who had received training. It was not clear what had been trained or 
what the training format was.  

 
24. GRC Quality Management team did not participate in the review and analysis of behavioral 

and skill-acquisition data, or regarding whether data were used to assist the team to 
identify and address trends. According to GRC policy, quality management involved 
routine collection and analysis of performance data to ensure data were reliable and that 
procedures were implemented with integrity. Without proper analysis of data and review 
of trends, the GRC Quality Management program could not effectively remediate problems 
and initiate quality improvement processes. 

 
25. See indicator #23 
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SectionF:Record Keeping (164-166)
Summary: Records were not consistently updated when a change in event occurred or when a medical or
behavioral planofcare was implemented. Additionally, SAPs were often not clearly documented within the
record. It was noted that any changes to the record or planofcare did have evidenceofthe individual making
such changes and the reason for thechanges being made. Time and date were consistently noted in the record.
‘This practice was supported byapolicy titled Late entry, Addendum, and Amendmentof Documentation that
was dated September 2022.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 166
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 164;andParagraph 165

a
Lejustifyingdecisionsnot to treatordiagnose,isaccurately andtimelydocumented within the resident's

integrated electronic healthrecord. (par: 165)
GRC shallmaintain and produce records in a manner thatdearly demonstrates:
a.Thetimeanddatewhen aparticularrecordorentry wascreated orentered.
b.Theidentityand jobtitleoftheperson creatingor entering the recordor entry.
Thetime anddatetowhich therecordorentrypertains.

A.Whethertherecord or entrywas createdorenteredtimely accordingto State policy; and
Ifa recordor entry issubsequentlychanged:

“Thetimeanddate thechange ismade.
~Theidentityandjobtitleofthe personmakingthechange.
“Thereasonforthechange.
“Thenatureofthe change; and
Aversion ofthe recordor entry asitexisted beforeitwas changed.
(par. 166)
Comments:
1. ISPs, MIRs, and transition plans were inconsistent in the amount andqualityof

information they included. Multipleassessmentswere not signed andordated.Other
areas thatwere lacking inclearly documentingclinical findings,assessments, or plans of
care included nursing.

“There were no periodic(90 day) interval medical reviews.Exceptfor theannualexam,
there was no methodical reviewofevents, lbs, orconsults on a regularbasis Therewas a
lackofdocumentation to demonstratewhatthey were doingand accomplishing. For
instance, therewasno quality medical PCP notereviewingconsultation that included the
‘somewhat-basic componentsofagreementordisagreementwith recommendations.
listing th findingsand recommendations, and whether referral was needed to the IDT.

“The annual and quarterly nursing assessments did notmeetstandards a the primary.
documentation entitled NursingReportwasmissingcomponents.

2. Seeindicator 1 above.

3. Any records thatwerecreated or modified contained evidenceofthe individual who was
‘making such revisions tothe record.Addendumswereused when paperwas involved,
andsignature wasstamped whenelectronicrecordswereutilized.

7



‘Summary: In the six-month period February 2023 through July 2023, the Facility reported it conducted 68 Type
1 Investigations (Type 1 Investigations include ANE and Serious Injuries).Seventeenofthese were for
Allegationsof abuse, seven were for Allegationsof Neglect, and three were for serious Injuries.

During this same time the Facility reported ithadconducted 76 Type 2 Investigations.Type 2 Investigations are
Investigationsof Injuriesofunknown origin (not witnessed or self-reported by Individuals considered to be

reliable self-reporters). Staffing may impact overall theability to witness incidents, butthis could not be clearly.
linked at this time in causative manner.

GRC policies were generally in order, but were described as undergoing continualreview and revision.Theydid
notcoverall componentsofthe Consent Decree. They cannot be considered final at this time and, further, there.
were some implementation issues as noted elsewhere in this report that should be addressed in future revisions.

GRC procedures and administrative practices associated with incident reporting, investigating, post
investigation review, and administrative follow-up were generallyin order, however, several specific areas were
noted as needing immediateattention. These are described in the following comments.

Posters displayed on recognizingANE and how to report was a problem. Monitoring Team members while in the
homes often found it difficult to locate posters, which weren'treallyposters, butawritten statement requiring a
lot of reading, with the 800 number not displayed prominently.

Facility practicesforalleged perpetrator (AP) removalafteran allegation was problematic. Facility practice, as
reported, was to assess the circumstances associated with each allegation and decide a courseof action
regarding AP removal, reassignment, or something else. It was reported that usually the AP was not 100%
removed from contact with individuals, pending the outcomeof the investigation. And, in many circumstances
the AP as allowed to continue to work in the home and even with the alleged victim named in the allegation. This
practice leaves room for too much discretion, which might not always be applied in a mannerthat maximizes
client protection and can potentially place an alleged victim, and other individuals in the home, or other homes
where the AP is assigned to work while the investigation is ongoing, at risk.

Procedures for anonymous reporting ofANE were problematic. It was reported that people can report
anonymously to the DepartmentofInspections andAppeals (DIA). which is the partofthe State government
responsible for the Medicaid rules governing facilities like GRC. GRC reported that anonymous reporting to DIA
was permissible, but not necessarily encouraged.

Type 1 investigations were, for the most part, well done, however only twoofthe nine were completed within
the required 10days.The investigations were thorough, with a well-organizedreport, and good documentation
with one consistent exception asfollows.The Type 1 investigationreport includes a data item: Immediate
Protections Implemented.The response on all nine investigation reports was supervisor and nursenotified.This
is not an immediate client protection action. Responses such as "AP removed from scene, Nurse assessed for
injury, levelof supervision increased. client moved to different area” might be examplesof immediate
protections.

‘The timelinessofinvestigations completion is an issue that needs to be addressed immediately. Some non-timely
investigations may be easy to explain (e.g. having to wait until DIA completedtheir investigation). For the nine
investigations, seven were not completed within 10 days. There was no explanation(orevidence)ofwhat may
have represented the extraordinary circumstances foradelay incompletion.The Facility should consider
developing a form that documents each requestforan extension that clearly shows the extraordinary
circumstances, and approval by the appropriate administrator.
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Administrative review of investigations was very thorough (with the obvious exception related to 10-day 
completion).  
 
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 167, Paragraph 168, & Paragraph 169. 
# Indicator Overall 

Score 

1  GRC shall implement and maintain policies, procedures and practices that include a commitment that GRC 
shall Not tolerate abuse or Neglect of Individuals and that staff are required to report abuse or Neglect of 
Individuals. (par. 167) 

PC 

2  GRC policy Includes all the components of 168 a-j. (par. 168) 
 

PC 

3  GRC policy Includes all the Components of 169 a-k. (par. 169) 
 

PC 

4  For deaths, abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation: report was made to the Superintendent (or that official’s 
designee) and such other officials and agencies as warranted, consistent with Iowa law. (par. 168a) 

SC 

5  For serious injuries and other serious Incidents, a report should be made to the Superintendent (or that 
official’s designee). Staff shall report these and all other Unusual Incidents, using standardized reporting. 
(par. 168b) 

SC 

6  After the allegation or injury, the Center took immediate and appropriate action to protect the residents 
involved, including removing alleged perpetrators, if any, from direct contact with residents. (par. 168b) 

NC 

7  Staff received competency-based training on recognizing and reporting potential signs and symptoms of 
abuse, neglect, and exploitation. (par. 168c) 

SC 

8  All staff persons who are mandatory reporters of abuse or neglect shall sign a statement that shall be kept 
at Glenwood evidencing their recognition of their reporting obligations. (par. 168d) 

SC 

9  Glenwood shall take appropriate personnel action in response to any mandatory reporter’s failure to report 
abuse or neglect. (par 168d) 

NC 

10  The facility had taken steps to educate the Individual and primary correspondent (e.g., guardian) with 
respect to abuse/Neglect identifications and reporting.  

1.  Material provided to Individual and PC.  
2.  ISP review and discussion occurred. 
3.  3. Individual’s responses during Interview 
4  Poster present in living area  

(par, 168e, 168f) 

NC 

11  GRC had mechanisms for residents, visitors, and other persons to report anonymously allegations of abuse, 
neglect, exploitation, other possible violations of residents’ rights, or other unusual incidents. (par. 168g) 

NC 

12  GRC had procedures for referring, as appropriate, allegations of abuse and/or Neglect to law enforcement. 
(par. 168h) 

SC 

13  If the Individual, any staff member, family member, or visitor was subject to or expressed concerns regarding 
retaliation, the facility took appropriate administrative action. (par. 168i) 

NC 

14  The facility conducted audit activity to ensure that all significant injuries for this Individual were reported for 
Investigation. (par. 168j) 

NC 

15  The Investigation was conducted by a qualified investigator. (par. 169a) SC 
100% 
9/9 

16  Facility staff cooperated with the Investigation. (par. 169b, 169c) 
 

SC 

17  The conclusions drawn from the investigation were not compromised due to improper safeguarding of 
evidence. (par. 169d) 

SC 

18  The investigation commenced within 24 hours of being reported. (par. 169e) SC 
19  The investigation was completed within 10 calendar days of when the incident was reported (unless a 

written extension documenting extraordinary circumstances was approved in writing). (par. 169f) 
 

NC 
2/9 
22% 

20  HHS Central Office shall track and trend the number of extensions requested and take appropriate remedial 
action. (par. 169f) 
 

NC 
0/9 
0% 

21  Required specific elements for the conduct of a complete and thorough investigation were present. A 
standardized format was utilized that set forth explicitly: 

SC 
8/9 



i each serious incidentorallegationofwrongdoing.
ii. the Name(s)ofallwitnesses.
iii. the Name(s)ofallalleged victims and perpetrators.EE astmET.mya

previous investigationsof serious incidents involvingthealleged victim(s) and perpetrator(s) known

vii. the investigator's findings; andthe investigator's reasons forhis/her conclusions.

Re eo]ESem |
MG————————Er E5
WE ———‘addressed anyconcerns notedinthe case. (par. 169j) 8/9B
[Sm |‘theyweretakentimely. (par. 169]) 8/9>

Ifthe investigation recommended programmaticand other actions,they occurred and they occurred timely.| SC
(par. 169) 99ET IILL
(par. 169k) 100%

reIa
‘theiranticipatedorintended effect, shall adjust such recommendations ortheir implementation).
(par. 170)

If the investigation was deemed apreliminaryassessmentofan allegation, thefollowingwas in place: re:oe
+ Withintheprevioussix months,the residentmadefourormoreallegationsof abuse, Neglect,orii————aEririvi=

(par. 171)

Ifthe investigation was deemed apreliminary assessmentof anallegation,the followingwas in place:LL
+ until the full investigation is completed.3

Central Office determinesthatthe risk to residents from contact with the alleged perpetrator(s) on the.Emonmat
alleged perpetrator(s) to havecontinued on-campusclientcontact,butonlywith ongoingsupervision
(ie. frequent,intermittentvisual observationoverthecourseof a person's shift)ofthe alleged
‘perpetrator(s)by a supervisor.

,



] Pending the full investigation's completion,thealleged perpetrator(s) did nothaveoff-groundscontact withEN
residents. (par. 173)
Ifthe Investigation was deemed a preliminary assessmentofan allegation, the preliminary assessment:

Did Not conflict orinterfere withtheconcurrent full investigation conducted by GRCorState.
Investigators.

* Focused exclusively ondeterminingtheappropriateactiontotake regardingthework duty.
assignmentofthe alleged perpetrator(s).

* Where thepreliminaryassessment recommends allowing the alleged perpetrator toworkin a resident
‘contact position, provided the rationalefordoing so; and

* Required the prior review andapprovalofthe Superintendentor theAdministratoron Duty.
par. 174)

Forall categoriesof unusual incidentsand investigations, the facilityhadasystem that allowed tracking and.
trending by:

a Typeofincident.
b. Staffalleged to have caused the incident.
c individualsdirectly involved.
d. Location ofincident.
e. Dateand timeof Incident.
£ Cause(s)ofIncident; and
& Outcomeof Investigation.

par. 175)
[34|Suaffassigned toworkwiththeIndividualpassedcriminal backgroundchecks. (par. 176) [x1

Comments:
1. TheQAD reported that many policies and procedures wereunderreviewandwerebeing

revisedas needed and updated.Thecurrentpolicy includedthe requirementsofthis
‘provision.TheQADagreed that policy updateswere a work in progress.

2. Refertotheabove comment.Additionally,theFacilitydidnotmaintainacrosswalk
‘between Consent Decree requirementsand GRC policy provisions. Without this, itwill be
difficult to ensureitspolicies include all componentsof 168 a-k.

3. Refertotheabove comment.

4. The FacilityQuality AssuranceDirector (QAD) said thatStatelawrequired reporting
‘within 24 hours, thus,the GRCtwo-hourpolicycompliedwith lowa law. Standard practice:
in moststatesisone hourand one hour notification isgenerallyviewed as necessaryto
demonstrate commitment to a zero-tolerance policy (which GRChad). GRC should
consider moving to aone-hour reporting requirement to demonstrate commitment to its
zero-tolerance policy.

5. The MonitoringTeamverified there was astandardizedprocessforreporting.

6. Regardingallegedperpetrators,the QADdescribed aprocessthatassessed the
circumstancesassociatedwith each allegation that resulted in a determination regarding
APremovalorsomeothercourseofaction. The QAD reported that usually theAPwasnot
100% removed from contact with individuals pending the outcomeofthe investigation.
And, inmanycircumstances, theAPmaycontinue to work in the home andevenwith the
alleged victim named in the allegation. This practice leaves roomforconsiderable
discretion that might notalwaysresultindecisionsin the best interestofclient
‘protection. TheMonitoring Team recommends this process be revised withclearwritten
guidelines that direct decision-making in this regard.

7. Facility reportedtheANEcomponentforstafftraining hadbeen updated andstafftrained
in June 2023. Training transcripts reviewed by the MonitoringTeamconfirmed this.

However,the Full Complianceratingonlyvalidates thatthetraining occurred, not that
staffwere necessarily following the substantive contentofthetrainingThatthat point,
the Facility reported five instancesoffailure toreportduringthisreviewperiod.Refer to
Indicator9 below.

7
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8. The QAD reported this practice was just instituted a week or so prior to this review. This 

was confirmed by document review by the Monitoring Team. The Monitoring Team 
expectation was that these signed statements will be updated annually. 

 
9. The QAD reported four instances where allegations of abuse were not reported and one 

instance where an allegation of neglect was not reported at all. It is commendable that the 
Facility had a process that made such discoveries, but it was alarming that there were 
many instances in a short period of time  for a Facility with less than 
100 individuals with 71 at the time of the review.  In each case, the employee who did not 
report was retrained. Failure to report is a serious offense and more significant personnel 
action was needed to deter future instances of not reporting. In other words, appropriate 
personnel action was not taken. 

 
10. The Monitoring Team found that the Facility had not provided ANE information to 

individuals and guardians (Individual and Individual ). No relevant information 
regarding ANE was included in ISPs and there was no evidence of any material being 
provided to individuals or their guardian (Individual  Monitoring Team members 
while on the homes often found it difficult to locate posters, which weren’t really posters, 
but a written statement (a lot of reading) with the 800 number (but not displayed 
prominently). This would not likely be useful to individuals, guardians, and family 
members. Individuals were not interviewed. 

 
11. As described by the QAD, reporting to the GRC Facility Director/designee was encouraged, 

but direct reporting to DIA (State Regulatory) was not. This was also true for staff. Anyone 
can report anonymously to DIA, but DIA may or may not investigate. If an allegation is 
reported directly to DIA (and not to the Facility Director/designee), GRC is unaware of 
this allegation unless DIA investigates. GRC, therefore, cannot initiate client protection 
measures including removal of an identified alleged perpetrator. If DIA does investigate it 
is not usually done immediately. GRC will only learn of the substance of the allegation if 
they can figure out from surveyor activity what the investigation is about. If there is a 
regulatory citation, then GRC will get all the details. If there is no citation, GRC gets 
nothing official and is left to guess and hypothesize as to the substance of the allegation.  

 
This is a significant issue that should be addressed at the State Office level.  

 
12. The QAD described the process and the Monitoring Team saw evidence of it in one of the 

investigations reviewed. 
 

13. The QAD was unaware of retaliation ever being an issue at GRC. The Facility had not taken 
any specific proactive measures to address staff fear of retaliation for reporting ANE 
and/or cooperating in an investigation.  This was concerning as this was inconsistent with 
previous DOJ findings and the QAD was employed at the time of these issues so being 
“unaware” also did not seem consistent. The Monitoring Team did not see any reference 
to retaliation in any of the nine investigations reviewed, but should ensure that the proper 
education is provided to staff and opportunities for reminders (such as posters with 
contact information and directions) provided.  
 

14. The QAD reported it conducted no specific activity or procedures that would represent 
audit activity.  

 
15. Investigations were conducted by a qualified investigator. For verification, training was 

reviewed for Facility investigators who were also LRA Certified. 
 

16. Facility staff cooperated with all investigations. 
 

17. For all occurrences, conclusions drawn from the investigation were not compromised due 
to improper safeguarding of evidence. 
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18. For all individuals, the investigation commenced within 24 hours of being reported.  
 

19. Seven of nine investigations were not completed within 10 calendar days. Most extended 
beyond 30 days. There were no documented written extensions requests describing and 
approving the extraordinary circumstances that prevented a 10-day completion.  
• For Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• For Individual  

 
 

• For Individual  
  

 
• For Individual  

  
 

20. The QAD was unaware if State Office tracked and trended the number of extensions 
requested and took appropriate remedial action. The assumption is that if Central Office 
was engaged in this activity, the QAD would likely be aware. A tracking log was requested 
but not provided to validate the evidence of tracking.  
 

21. For eight of nine individuals, the documentation was mostly complete. For Individual  
 

 
 

22. On two of nine occasions, there was evidence that the investigation supervisor conducted 
a review of the investigation report to determine whether (1) the investigation was 
thorough and complete and (2) the report was accurate, complete, and coherent. A 
negative score for indicator #19 resulted in a negative score for indicator #22 due to the 
investigation report not being thorough and complete. 

 
23. Upon review of all type 2 investigations, the supervisor review indicator above was also 

applied to any investigation that was not deemed a serious incident. 
 

24. Eight of nine investigations included recommendations for corrective action that were 
related to the findings and addressed any concerns noted in the case. There was concern 
over Individual  

 

 
  

 
25. Eight of nine investigations that had recommendations for disciplinary actions or other 

employee related actions, actions occurred and were taken in a timely manner.  
• For Individual  

 
 

26. Documentation validated for all that if investigations recommended programmatic and 
other actions, they occurred and they occurred timely. 
 

27. For all nine investigations, the format of the completed investigation was maintained in a 
manner that permitted investigators and other appropriate personnel to easily access 
every investigation involving a particular staff member or individual. 
 

28. There were no sentinel events for this review. 
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29. The Center reported the one chronic caller they had no longer lived at GRC. 

 
30. Not applicable for review. 

 
31. Not applicable for review. 

 
32. Not applicable for review. 

 
33. For all categories of unusual incidents and investigations, the facility did not have a 

system that allowed tracking and trending by: 
i. Type of incident 

ii. Staff alleged to have caused the incident.  
iii. individuals directly involved.  
iv. Location of incident.  
v. Date and time of Incident.  

vi. Cause(s) of Incident; and  
vii. Outcome of Investigation. 

 
34. Data regarding staff assigned to work with the Individual having passed a criminal background check was 

incomplete and compliance could not be determined.  
 
  



Section H. Individual Support Planning, Discharge Planning, and Transition from Resource

EE
facility was committed to ensuring that transitionswere appropriate and went smoothly, however, there were
still issues with identifyingallneeded supports and ensuring that all supports were in place priorto discharge.

RR
attempted todeterminetheir preferences, however, limited exposure to living and day options inthe community

pe T=ScoreEEaT
[Raii aa B
’] Individuals were supported to meaningfully participate in their annual ISP meeting. (par. 178) 1B_-

1. TheState had developed and implemented individual supportplanning,dischargeEmr ———
‘thethoroughness in planningand documentation variedamong individualsas did theaL esmEBeamaIGEEEEETE,=ART RnaiET
‘accommodations were offered to ensure optimal input intodiscussions decision making,
As noted, beyondinitialsteps,theextentofparticipationcould not be evaluatedforallILU5

.



SectionHi:Individual SupportandDischarge Planning (179-168)
‘Summary: All individuals had an ISP. For the most part, IDTs identified individuals preferences, strengths, and
support needs. The IDTs stopped shortofdeveloping a vision that included wheretheywant to live, as well as
what typesofactivitiestheywanted to participate in during the day (i., work, retirement activities,
volunteering recreational activites), and who they wanted to spend time with. ISPs didnotinclude measurable
goals and offeredfew opportunitiesforexposure to new things and training opportunities to facilitate skill
development.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 179
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 183

“The individual vsan SPthatwasdevelopedwithin 30 daysofadmissionand revised at east annually or
change in status that includesa discharge plan. (par. 179, 49)
‘Allvelevant IDT members (including the resident) participated intheplanningprocessand atended the.
annual meeting (par.49,51,183)
“The ISP includeda descriptionofhe Individuals preference for where to ive andhow that preference | NC
was determinedbythe IDT (eg, communication styl, responsiveness to educational activites), The 100%
determination was based on a thorough discussionof vingoptions andinformed consent by the 0/7
individual and their guardians. (par. 160]
IDTs created indiidualized measurable action plans toaddress indwidual orguardians’ concerns and
objectionsto community placement. (par: 188)

IDTscreated individualized,measurable, andcomprehensive action plans toaddressany identified NC
obstacle to referral o,f the individual wascurrentlyreferred, to transition. (par. 180,186.50) 14%

7
“The ISP defined individualized personal goals (such as community ving, activites employment, NC
education, recreation,healthcare,and relationships). (par. 161,183) 3%

37
7 [ Personalgoalsare measurable. (par 163) NC

3%
37

AssessmentsTor llrelevant disciplines submitedforthe anual ISPwere GmelyorIDT review priorto | NC
theannual meeting (par. 52, 183) 0%

0/7
Assessmentsfor llrelevant disciplines submitedforthe anual ISP included recommendations for NC
Supports and services. (ar. 52, 183) 3%

37
“Assessmentsfor Allrelevant disciplines submittedforthe annual SPwere updated i here was a change |SC
in status identified. (par. 52, 183) 100%

5/5
“The ISP integrated information from thebehaviorsupportplan;crissplan physicaland nutritional 3
‘managementplan; clinical, medical, and nursing plans; kill acquisition programs;andotherevaluations | 4/7
and assessments. (par. 49,162

i “The ISP identified the individuals strengths, needs and preferences. (par. 183) [foe|

TSPaction plans indicatedHowthey would support the individual's overall enhanced independence. (par. | SC
183) 86%

ofr
“Action plans identifythe amount,duration,and scopeof all necessaryServices and supports to ensure
consistent implementation,review,and monitoringincludingtimeframes andresponsible person. (pa.
163

02
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15  ISP action plans were written to be practical and functional both at the facility and in the community. (par. 
181) 

NC 
0% 
0/7 

Comments: 
To review this section of the Consent Decree, a set of ISPs was requested, along with sign-in 
sheets, assessments, PNMPs, PBSPs, Integrated Health Care Plans and/or risk action plans, 
implementation plans, monthly reviews, and the individual’s daily schedule. Additionally, 
individuals, QIDPs and direct support were interviewed, and observations were made in both 
residences and day programs.  
 
1. All individuals had an ISP that was developed annually. ISPs were revised when status 

changed through the monthly integrated review process. 
 

2. For the most part, IDT participation at meetings was good. Seven ISP signatures were 
reviewed to determine if relevant staff attended the meetings. As noted at the previous 
review, there was little participation by psychiatry even though five of the seven 
individuals received psychiatry services. The following is a summary of that review.  
 
IDT members not in attendance at the annual IDT meeting: 
Individual   

  
  
  
  

  
  

 
3. All ISPs included a determination of where the individual would like to live based on 

known preferences. A more detailed description was included in the transition plans. 
However, as noted throughout this report, individuals had limited exposure to a range of 
living and day program options in the community, so were unable to make an informed 
choice regarding where they would like to live. Individuals and their guardians had 
limited opportunities to speak with providers, visit community placements (including 
where feasible, overnight visits) and programs, and facilitate conversations and meetings 
with individuals currently living in the community and their families prior to a 
determination being made.  
 

4. For  (Individual  
 
 

 
5. None of the IDTs created individualized, measurable action plans to address barriers 

identified to community transition. For example, Individual  
 

 
 

6. Although all ISPs included a section labeled personal goals, listed goals were not 
individualized and did not address all major life areas, such as community living, 
employment/day activities, or recreational activities. For the most part, personal goals 
were broad statements that did not include enough detail to determine what the 
individual would need to do to accomplish the goal (i.e., stay healthy). ISPs should include 
measurable outcomes that address all areas of individual’s lives including recreation/ 
leisure, relationships, independence, work/day/retirement, and living options based on 
the vision for what they want their life to look like. Examples of goals that did not meet 
criteria included:  
• Individual  
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• Individual  

 
 

• Individual  
 

• Individual  
  

 
• Individual . 

 
• Individual  

 
 

7. None of the personal goals were measurable, thus, the IDT would not be able to determine 
when the goal was met. Goals should be worded in a way that the IDT can determine what 
specifically the individual wants to do using measurable terms, so that the IDT will know 
when the goal has been accomplished. 
 

8. None of the individuals had all the relevant assessments completed within five days of the 
annual ISP meeting as directed by GRC policy. Psychiatry assessments were not submitted 
timely when relevant for any of the individuals. Two of five individuals receiving 
psychiatric support did not have an annual assessment (Individual  and Individual 

. For the three others, the assessment was not timely for IDT review. This indicator 
evaluates the submission and timeliness of assessments. Section C of this report evaluates 
the quality of assessments.  

 
Assessments were often brief and did not include data or a comparative analysis of the 
individual’s status to determine if supports were effective or needed to be revised.  

 
9. Most discipline assessment included some general recommendations for support. Some 

were generic statements that were repeated for other individuals in the review group. For 
example, behavioral assessments for Individual , Individual and Individual  
all included the following identical recommendations. 
•  

 
 

  
 

 
 . 

 
Without determining what the individual’s long-term goals might be, recommendations 
were overwhelmingly focused on the individual’s lifestyle and activities/engagement at 
GRC. Day and vocational assessments did not include recommendations for day or 
vocational activities in the community. For example, Individual  

 
 

 Individual  
 

Relevant assessments not submitted prior to the annual ISP meeting: 
Individual   
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10. Relevant disciplines updated assessments when there was a change of status. Examples 

where this occurred included: 
• OT and PT reassessed Individual  

 
  

• Assessments were updated for Individual  
 

• Individual  
• Individual  

  
 

11. ISPs included some information from the behavior support plan; crisis plan; physical and 
nutritional management plan; clinical, medical, and nursing plans; skill acquisition 
programs; and other evaluations and assessments. Often information was cut and pasted 
into the ISP document without evidence of integrated discussion. As noted above, some 
assessments and recommendations were not submitted timely for consideration. Findings 
included:  
• Individual  

 
There was no documented integrated discussion regarding support 

needs. 
 

• All Individual  
 

  
 

• For Individual  
  

 
• Individual  

  
 

• For Individual  
 
  

 
12. All ISPs identified the individual’s strengths, needs, and preferences as determined by the 

IDT. As noted throughout this report, however, the identification of preferences was 

limited due to the lack of exposure to options, particularly the range of options available 

in the community. GRC had recently begun using a new person-centered assessment that 

should broaden the scope of preferences listed in the ISP. Regarding the determination of 

needs, this was also limited by the quality of assessments and recommendations from 

those assessments. This is further addressed in other indicators throughout this report. 

 
 

13. Six of seven ISPs minimally included training of the individuals to support greater 
independence and acquisition of skills. Individual  

 
  

 
14. Expectations for goal achievement were not clear. Action plans were not developed to 

support goal achievement in most cases. ISPs included a list of action plans/training 
objectives; however, it was not clear how they supported personal goals achievement. 
Training strategies were included for most, however, they did not include mastery 
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criteria, so that the IDT could determine when a skill had been mastered. Findings 
included: 
• Individual   

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
• Individual  

 
  

 
• Individual  Individual , Individual  and Individual  

  
 

15. Outcomes tended to focus on training to address skills identified through the assessment 
process and were generally basic skills that would be needed in the community; however, 
they were not prioritized based on long term outcomes that the individual wanted to 
achieve, and specific training strategies were not developed for training in the community. 
It should be noted that with good planning, the acquisition of skills should not be a 
deterrent or barrier to the transition process. 

  



Section HL: In-reach and Community Engagement (189-192
‘Summary: Individuals did not consistently receive community living option information every six months and
werenot offered integrated opportunitiesforcommunity integration.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 190

= Todividuals receive informationregardingcommuniy Ting options a east verysbmonths.
had opportunities to visit community-based residential and vocational setings and meetwithother
individuals with IDD receiving services in integratedsettings at least quarterly. (par. 189)
“All staffresponsible for directing, managing,orcoordinatingdischargeplanning and other nformational
activitiesregarding community optionshave suficient knowledgeaboutcommunityservices and supports
toproposeappropriateoptionsabouthowan individual'sneedscould be met ina more integrated setting.par. 190)

[3T15Paction plansintegratedopportunitiesforcommunityparticipationandintegration.(par192) [NC |
Comments:
1. Individualslivingoptionswere discussedannually at their ISP meeting. There was no

documentationthatheyreceived informationregarding livingoptions atleasteverysix
‘months. None ofthe individuals had visited residentialo day programs in the community
orhad opportunitiestomeet vith other individualswith IDDreceivingservices in an
integrated setting, IDTs sent information about individualst various agencies providing
services in the community andifacceptedforservice, individuals had opportunities to
visitthose providers, however,theydid notroutinelyhaveopportunitiestovisit other
residential anddayprovidersprior to choosing; provider,so that theycould make an
informed decision aboutoptions available.

2. Staff responsible fordirecting, managing, o coordinating dischargeplanning and other
informational activities regarding community options had sufficient knowledge about
‘community servicesand Supports toproposeappropriateoptionsabouthow an
individual's needs could be met in a more intograted setting. Basedon interviews and
observations,thesocial workteam was knowledgeable regarding living oprions available
inthe community.They met as agroupweeklyand reviewed transition status for all
individualsandavailablecommunity options. Socialworkerswerean ntegealpart ofthe
IDTand met monthlywith the IDT.Additionally,the CIM was very knowledgeable

regardingsupports available inthecommunityand provided additional information and
support when needed. This question is about knowledgeregardingwhat's availablein
thecommunityonly. Whetheror not theIDTdetermined support needsfor each
individualorwhetherplans were in places addressed in Hii Transition Planning

3. AlISPs includedsomegeneral activitiesoutings that the individual enjoyedinthe
‘community,however,there were no outcomes developedtoensure that individuals had
regular opportunitesto participate in community activites based on theirpreferences or
toreceivesupportsand servicesinte community. There werefewoptions for
integration priorto discharge from the facility.

Noneofthe individuals had action plans thatoffered opportunities toexplorea wide
rangeof community-based activitiesor engage in integrated activities in the community
such asbanking,goingtochurch, participatingin retirementprograms, joining
‘community groups,attendingclasses,volunteering etc. so thatindividualswere better.
able to make informed choicesregarding what theywantedto doduringthedayand
where they wanted to lve.

8



Section Hii: Transition Planning (193-200}
‘Summary: Transition plans did not always ensure adequate carry-over of necessary Supports, such as behavior.
services, communication services, etc. Nor did transition plans include recommendations with timeframes to
obtain assessments or consultations with community-based providers, such as behavior services,OT, and SLP.

Transition plans did not have adequate and measurable pre- and post-transition supports to monitor
implementationoftransition plans.

Becauseofthe lackofpre- and post-transition supports, post-move monitoring was broad, generic, and not
based on assessing the adequacyofsupports and services or the success ofthe transition. Post-Move Monitoring
‘meetings observedby the Monitoring Team were not tailored to assess specific expected outcomes for the
individual.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 198.
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 197.& Paragraph 200.

=Score
T | The Individuals offereda meaningful choiceof community providersconsistent with Hentiied needs and

preferences. (par. 193)
Tie IDT assisted the indidual,nd heir authorized representative (where applicable) m choosinga NC
provider. (par. 194) 0%

0/6
“Theselected provider wasactively engaged in preparing forthemdidualstransitionand actively NC
participated in developmento the transitionplan.Theindividual hadopportunitiesformeaningful 0%
experiences and visits thatenabled the individualtobecome familiar and comfortablewiththe home. (par. | 0/6
195

[F[r— [&]
The individual requested t@ return© GRC: N/K

a. GRC identified barriersto community placement.
b. GRC implemented strategies to resolve barriers.
© GR documentedsteps taken to resolve barriers to community placement.

(par. 196)

The transition occurred no longerthan sixweeksafter theprovideragreed t serve the nawidual (par. | SC
197) 100%

6/6
7 |Weransitionaidnotoccur withinthe planned Gmeframe, N/A

athereasons it did notoccurwas documented, and
b.2newtime framefordischargewas developedby the IDT.
par. 19

’] “The individual has acurrenttransitionplan,updatedwithin30dayspriortothe discharge. (par. 198)
100%
6/6

“The IT ientihed in the transition plan the Individual preferences and desiredoutcomes,and all needed
supports,protections,and services (including amount, duration, and scope)

”“Thetransition plan identified training for theprovider staff. (par. 199) |

“The transition plan identiied assistance tobe provided by GRCstaf to thereceiving agency (par 199) El

E
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12  The transition plan identified by name who would take specific action and when to deliver (or ensure 
delivery) all needed supports, protections, and services. (par. 199) 

SC 
100% 
6/6 

13  All essential supports needed for transition were identified. (par. 200) NC 
0% 
0/6 

14  All identified supports (including behavioral supports, crisis plan, provision for physical and mental health, 
etc.) were documented as in place prior to discharge. (par. 200) 

NC 
0% 
0/6 

15  All non-essential supports were in place within 60 days of discharge. (par. 200) SC 
100% 
6/6 

Comments: 
1. Based on a review of transition plans for six individuals, none had a transition plan that 

clearly identified individual preferences and no evidence of the IDT’s evaluation of the 
type of setting most likely to ensure a successful transition (e.g., number of roommates, 
urban or rural, preferred geographic location, proximity to family) based on the 
individual’s strengths, preferences, and needs.  
 
Further, none of the individuals had a transition plan that reflected meaningful choice of 
community providers or facilitated support by their IDTs. It seemed that the social 
workers at GRC submitted transition profiles to community providers for consideration as 
potential referrals. Therefore, the choice rested with the provider who responded with an 
acceptance of the individual and then they and their guardians could proceed from that 
point forward. For example: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 Individual  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Individual  
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Information regarding informed choice was less than comprehensive for the other 5 
individuals reviewed by the Monitoring Team: 
• Individual  

 
 

 
.  

 
• Individual  

 
 

  
 

• Individual  
 
.  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
  

 
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

2. See indicator 1 above. 
 

3. The selected provider was actively engaged in preparing for the individual’s transition 
and actively participated in development of the transition plan. For the six individuals, the 
selected provider was involved in communication and planning for their transition. 
However, one of the six transitions, for Individual . For example, 
the provider was first involved at the time of transition plan development (just a few days 
prior to her move from GRC). 

 
For the six individuals, there was evidence that reflected all had engaged to varying 
degrees in visits to their prospective home prior to the actual move. However, these visits 
were either one time or lacked specificity as to their reaction to the visit. According to 
available documentation:  
• Individual  
• Individual  

  
• Individual  

. 



= individ
+ individu:——
+ individu

4. Forthe sixindividunls who had transitioned from the Center between August 2022 and
May 2023, two had transition plan ha reflected Reva Agreement had been
requested
+ Invictus
TE —

+ Forindivdu.)
EE—
—

There was a provision inthe Glenwood ResourceCentrDischarge and Transition
Planing policy (dated 5/24/21, reviewed 4/25/22, revised 6/26/23)for a sscmonth
return agreement This provision indicated:

‘Allindividuals who transition from GRC to moreintegrated sting shal havethe
Tight 0. return agreement, which will guaranteea ght t rrurn to sehr Sate
Resource enter [until such ime as GRE doesnot have the capac hen hereturn
will be to Woodward ResourceCenter (WRC), if the requestis made within six
months afte hedare of anion. Upon receing request vo reas GC shall
+" The dentition of barriers regarding community placement.
+ implementation of individualizedstrategies to resolve those aries (cluding,poate SortaOsco STRPT

Care forand suppor he ndivigus, an to thorough search for other
communityservice options):and

+ Documentation ofsteps taken reslve the barriersregarding community
placement+ Foherwalz) ths fom the edit of request toretur,hetpdickial, or
‘whereapplicable herguardian determines sha theissuescannot beresolved,
he ndividan will be permitted toreturn t either Sate Resource Cnter (unt
uc timeas GRC doesnot have the capacity, then he returnwill be fo WRC)

easundienras to how divaand guardians were presented with informations
about thi ight torques return agreement anther eas nothing within the
transition lanfor ndiiduaJ or individonBE to reflect he parametersfo his
agreementtobeenactedif requested.

5. Noneofthesix individualshadrequestedareturn to GRC
6. Forall individual, the transition ocurred withinsi weeks afer the provider agreed
tosevetheindividual, According tothe transition lan document, developmentofthe
resetion plan was to begin at fe teof referee or community raniion withthe
completionof the rofl nd continue ast th transition date. However, transition
ennid nat oceut wnt aprovesad acceped am dpead from a rofrrl
+ Individus ———
—

+ ivi
—
1
1
I
—

a
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• Individual  
 

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
• Individual  

 
 

• Individual  
 

 
7. N/A. 

Transition planning did not appear to occur until a provider had accepted an individual 
from a referral. 
 

8. All six individuals had a current transition plan, updated within 30 days prior to the 
discharge. 

 
9. None of the six individuals had a transition plan that fully reflected the individual’s 

preferences and desired outcomes, supports, protections, and services (including amount, 
duration, and scope). Goals and habilitation training that was in place at GRC was not 
carried into the transition plans to continue after the move. Transition plans indicated 
that outcomes and goals would be developed at the 30-day meeting. Therefore, IDTs did 
not sufficiently identify desired outcomes for incorporation into transition plans to ensure 
consistency for a successful transition. This was a systemic issue. This was discussed with 
the CIM and at the exit meeting. Individuals working at the GRC workshop or enclaves 
were required to quit their jobs at transition. Referrals to Vocational Rehabilitation were 
not timely or VR was not responsive in scheduling work assessments. Individuals were 
therefore relegated to workshops or day hab programs in lieu of work. For example:  
• Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
10. None of the six individuals had a transition plan the identified the required competency 

training the provider staff should receive prior to transition and none of the assessments 
incorporated into the transition plans provided expectations for competency training. 
This was noted as well for those individuals included as part of the mortality review.  
 
The transition plan for Individual  

 
 

 
 

 
 

11. None of the individuals had a transition plan that identified the specific assistance to be 
provided by GRC staff to the receiving agency. Transition plans were formatted with 
prompts to describe facility collaboration with community clinicians, clinician assessment 
of settings, and facility and provider staff activities, such as spending time at the provider 
or the receiving staff at GRC. However, the narrative provided for these prompts was most 
often generic statements, such as that clinicians assisted in providing reports for the 
transition plan, along with training when needed, or that facility clinicians did 
assessments of the new home and current supports.  
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12. The transition plan identified by name who would take specific action and when to deliver 

(or ensure delivery) all needed supports, protections, and services. 
 

13. Essential supports needed for transition were identified, but did not include measurable 
identifiers for ensuring coordination and implementation. Therefore, post-move 
monitoring documentation did not provide substantive commentary on implementation 
of identified support needs for the transition. 

 
14. Identified supports (e.g., behavioral supports, crisis plans, provision for physical and 

mental health, etc.) were not always documented as in place prior to discharge. For the 
most part, transition plans identified the primary care provider, psychiatrist, pharmacy, 
hospital, and other medical providers. However, transition plans did not always ensure 
adequate carry-over of necessary supports such as behavior services, communication 
services, etc. Nor did transition plans include recommendations with timeframes to obtain 
assessments or consultations with community-based providers, such as behavior services, 
OT, SLP, etc. For individuals who had identified support needs in these areas, it was 
reported during interviews with the providers, MFP, and MCO case managers during the 
Monitoring Team’s visit that those services could be accessed through community case 
management if needed.  

 
15. Non-essential supports were in place within 60 days of discharge per documentation 

within the transition plans. 
 
  



‘Summary: The Community Integration Manager was a strong asset to support GRC in moving forward with
transitions and facility closure. The CIM had requested regional CIM positions to share the workload, but this
‘was just in the initial stages at the timeofthe monitoring visit. While GRCstaffwere meeting regularly to discussBE rariEs
with ICF providers to remedy the perception that individuals over age 65 could not be supported in an ICFMEEE
transition monitoring required extensive revision for developmentof individualized and measurable pre- and
post-move supports to ensuretimely and successful implementationofsupports and services that were

a
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 201, Paragraph 202, Paragraph 206, Paragraph 207, Paragraph 209, & Paragraph

[1]TheCommunity Integration Managerprovidesoversightoftransitionactivities.(par.20)______TPC |anITI
‘more individuals,the barriers to placement in a more integratedsetting,andthesteps the team willtaketo

n+)a
‘TheState maintainspublicreports that identify monthly data regarding:eaBaaeAEws
LE TesLL
7 | TheStateshalldevelop and implementquality assurance processes to ensure thatISPs,dischargeplans,andi

Agreement. These quality assurance processes shall be sufficientto showwhether the objectivesofthisTTTas
—_— Z:

:
=5—"—EE

‘on the individual's needs and preferences. (par. 210)

.
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13  The case manager met with the individual face to face at least every 30 days; at least one such visit every 2 
months in the individual’s residence. (par. 210) 

NC 

14  The case manager:  
a. observed the individual. 
b. assessed the environment. 
c. assessed the status of identified risks, injuries, needs or other changes in status. 
d. assessed implementation of the ISP. 
e. assessed appropriateness of the ISP. 
f. assessed the implementation of all supports and services. 
 (par. 210) 

NC 
0% 
0/6 

15  The case manager documented any issues/concerns noted from monitoring visits, convened the IDT to 
address noted issues/concerns, and documented resolution. (par. 210) 

NC 
0% 
0/6 

16  The case manager followed any identified issues to resolution. (par. 210) NC 
0% 
0/6 

17  The State implemented a system to identify and monitor individuals in the Target Population who transition 
from Glenwood Resource Center (for at least 365 days following transition) to another placement. (par. 
211) 

PC 

Comments: 
1. A Community Integration Manager (CIM) position was created as required under H.iv.201 

of the Consent Decree. The CIM had been refining her role of transition activity oversight 
and was actively involved in identification of needed actions to address shortcomings of 
the discharge and transition planning process at Glenwood Resource Center as well as 
systemic community barriers. The CIM was regularly meeting with the transition 
facilitators and social workers in discussing the barriers report and status of transition 
planning for individuals. The CIM reported that she had been working with the MCO and 
MFP case managers to identify what was needed for each individual transition. The MFP 
program expanded by adding eight transition specialists and the CIM had been meeting 
with them bi-weekly on issues she had noted that needed action. Another MCO was 
added, which made a total of three for the state. The CIM had met with the team of case 
managers and management who would be assigned to the individuals from GRC and had 
expressed the need for consistency and had provided information on trainings for new 
case managers in the areas of motivational interviewing skills and person-centered 
thinking. The CIM had met with the Social Security Department several times to try and 
initiate a process to expedite the transfer of representative payee to the receiving 
agencies, so that individuals were not waiting extended periods of time for their disability 
income. Additionally, the CIM reported that the Iowa HHS would be hiring regional 
Community Integration Managers to support transition and integration efforts.  

 
2. See indicator 1 above. 
 
3. Individual support and discharge plans did not reflect whether IDTs had recommended 

maintaining placement at GRC or other congregate setting and did not include clear 
justification for the decision, the barriers to placement in a more integrated setting, and 
actions the IDT would take to address the barriers.  

 
4. There was no prohibition in the Consent Decree for individuals to transfer to Woodward 

Resource Center unless an informed decision was documented for the individual to 
continue to receive services in a Resource Center. None of the individuals transferred to 
WRC made an informed decision that it was the most integrated, most appropriate 
setting. According to the transition tracking report provided to the Monitoring Team in 
preparation for the visit, since September 2022, 18 individuals had transferred to 
Woodward Resource Center (one of whom was discharged to a Hospice setting and died 
7/9/23).  

 
The Monitoring Team visited six individuals who all transferred to Woodward Resource 
Center in August 2022. None of the individuals had an individual support and discharge 
plan from GRC that reflected how the individuals and guardians were offered options of 
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community providers that could provide supports and services consistent with their 
identified needs and preferences and how an informed choice for WRC was made.  

 
There was no process in place to identify how many of the individuals remaining at GRC 
and their authorized representatives were contemplating such a transfer. The Barriers 
Report included a column titled Reality and Next Step which noted Woodward Resource 
Center as the most likely possible placement for several individuals for reasons being they 
(a) were denied by all ICFs from referral, (b) had complicated medical and/or behavioral 
needs, and/or (c) had 1:1 supervision requirements. For other individuals, long-term care 
was noted as the most likely scenario. It was evident that there was no robust 
development of resources and incentives for HCBS providers to accept individuals with 
high support needs. See Indicator 6 below for additional information. 

 
Two individuals returned to GRC after transition.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
5. The State developed a dashboard for reporting data to the public on the census by facility, 

number of individuals per transition stage category, among other data points. 
(https://hhs.iowa.gov/dashboard facilities). The public dashboard did not, however, 
provide an assessment of GRC’s community integration efforts, the number of transitions 
accomplished, whether the State was on track to accomplish the timeframes set forth in 
the Consent Decree, the types of placements where individuals transitioned (e.g., HCBS 
waiver group homes and size of homes, ICF/IID homes and size of homes, preferred 
geographic location), recommendations that individuals remain at Glenwood, or 
recommendations that individuals be transferred to Woodward Resource Center.  

 
6. According to the Barriers to Community Placement report dated 8/14/23, there were 22 

individuals with identified barriers to community transition. This report tracked, among 
other things, provider agencies to whom the individuals were referred, which agencies 
denied the referral, guardian preference, IDT identified barriers, and MCO/MFP 
engagement and action to address identified barriers. Notably, the column on this report 
titled Reality and Next Step indicated a systemic issue regarding ICF/IID as an available 
option for choice of community providers. Several guardians had expressed a choice for 
ICF providers, but during the barriers meeting observed by the Monitoring Team, it was 
reported that an individual’s age factored into acceptance by an ICF provider. That is, that 
for individuals aged 65 whose guardians requested ICF as their preferred type of service, 
ICF providers determined that the level of treatment required under regulations could not 
be provided and that those individuals were more suitable for long-term care placement. 
Individuals and guardian should be provided with a choice among all available options for 
placement in the most integrated setting appropriate for the individual. If individuals’ 
IDTs had determined that a community based ICF/IID was the most appropriate service, 
the State should ensure that option is available without constraint. This was discussed 

during the onsite review. The CIM was present in the meetings and identified it as an item 
needing investigation. 

 
This spreadsheet of individuals and identified barriers did not include an analysis for 
ongoing quality improvement, discharge planning, and development of community-based 
services as contemplated in the Consent Decree.  

 
According to the Acceptance Timeline Status report provided during the review week, 
eight individuals were identified as accepted by a provider with target move dates for 
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August 2023 (including one who was being transferred to Woodward Resource Center). 
Of the remaining five individuals, one was waiting on the agency to hire staff, one was 
waiting on home modifications, and three were waiting on the provider agency to build 
the home. So, while these individuals may be classified as having a tentative move date, 
the actual projected date of transition could not be determined for the majority.  

 
This report also reflected nine individuals who had been accepted by a provider, but their 
status was noted as being with movement which was not clearly defined but appeared to 
reflect those individuals that had providers linked to the individual. The first transition 
meeting for four of these individuals was held in . One individual was 
awaiting a Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) assessment before transition meetings could be 
scheduled. One individual had an initial transition meeting on  but was 
awaiting modifications and it was documented that the provider was having a difficult 
time obtaining quotes from contractors for the renovations. Therefore, further transition 
planning for that individual was technically on hold. Similarly, another individual was 
awaiting renovation to the home but had a status of scheduling meetings noted along with 
another individual whose status also indicated scheduling meetings.  

 
The remaining 30 individuals in this report were classified as Provider Accepted with the 
following status: 

 
Status # of Individuals 

Awaiting purchase/build of home 11 
Awaiting new build/ICF only choice 1 
Guardian exploring options; awaiting guardian decision 4 
Awaiting open bed 3 
Awaiting Home Renovations 3 
Guardian chose host home, awaiting process 2 
Individual recovering from illness 1 
waitlisted 3 
Newly accepted 2 

 
A transition report was provided to the Monitoring Team that showed tracking of 82 
individuals who had been discharged or transitioned from GRC since September 2022. As 
noted above, 18 individuals had been transferred to WRC. Two individuals returned to 
GRC after transition. One individual transitioned to a HCBS group home on  and 

 
 

 
 

Documentation did 
not include a clear summary of events that led to the individual’s return to GRC nor was 
there evidence to reflect that the IDT had fully assessed the transition to identify 
shortcomings in the planning or identified actions to ensure necessary provision of 
support that would have reduced the negative event occurring.  
 
Three individuals were discharged from GRC between  to either 
nursing homes or to Hospice care in nursing homes.  

 
7. Quality assurance processes were not in place to ensure that ISPs, discharge plans, and 

transition plans were developed and implemented, in a documented manner, consistent 
with the terms of this Agreement. See section K. 
 

8. The Center provided policy Post-Transition Follow-up Protocol (effective 6/2/23) that 
outlined the expected implementation of post-transition monitoring at 7, 14, 30, and 60 
days to be completed by the GRC social work department. Additional monthly follow-up 
monitoring was identified through 365 days post transition. Expectations for onsite 
monitoring were identified for the 30-day or 60-day visits and at least one additional visit 
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during the 365 days of monitoring. Evidence of these visits was to be captured on a 
standard checklist that encompassed all areas of the transition plan and addressed 
whether all supports and services were in place, including that the new provider had a 
current person-centered individual support plan in place, as contemplated in the Consent 
Decree. There was no indication whether the CIM or other State representative would 
assess a sample of monitoring visits to ensure that the process occurred and that it was 
done correctly.  
 
For the six individuals, GRC social work staff had conducted monitoring visits following 
transition via TEAMs or Zoom which did not meet the criteria for a face-to-face visit. 
Additionally, the standardized checklist developed for post-transition monitoring 
(Transition Provider Follow-up Questions) was comprised of general domains of medical, 
behavioral, health, and environmental. Within these domains were several broad 
questions that were not tailored to the individual’s specific pre- and post-move supports 
and services identified in each transition plan.  
 
Therefore, monitoring of transitions was not individualized and did not measure the 
timely and successful implementation of supports and services that were recommended 
for each individual’s transition and, in turn, did not guide the monitoring to identify 
potential events that could be disruptive to a successful transition or prompt the social 
worker and case managers to develop corrective measures.  
 
The Monitoring Team observed post-move monitoring visits for two individuals during 
the review week. For both, the MFP case manager and the MCO case manager were 
present along with the GRC social worker/transition specialist. The post-move monitoring 
visits were structured, so that the GRC social worker/transition specialist asked questions 
from the Transition Provider Follow-up Questions, followed by questions asked by the 
MFP and then the MCO case managers. This was an improvement over previous PMM 
visits where this framework did not exist. The Monitoring Team did not observe that the 
GRC staff or the case managers ask to review data related to implementation of the ISP 
goals, medication administration records, incident reports, daily staff notes, etc. to fully 
assess implementation of the individuals’ services and supports.  
 

9. See Indicator 8.  

 
10. For all six individuals who had transitioned to the community, each had a current 

Individual Support Plan. These plans varied in format and content. None of their ISPs 
included meaningful goals or action plans that, if implemented, would lead toward 
achievement of their personal goals. For example, none of the individuals had goals 
designed to support community participation and integration, work, or volunteer 
opportunities, or gaining skills to increase their independence in daily life activities.  

 
11. Staff conducting post transition monitoring did not appear to have received adequate 

training and were assessed for reliability of the process as each PMM visit was run a little 
differently with no clear agenda. Training records were not requested by the Monitoring 
Team, so this was unable to be verified. Documentation will be requested during the next 
review to support. See Indicator 10.  

 
12. (Indicators 12-16) The individual received ongoing community case management 

services at the frequency required based on the individual’s needs and preferences. 
 

For the six individuals, each received Money Follows the Person (MFP) as the primary 
case management service for the first year after transition. Individuals also had an 
assigned Targeted Case Manager through the Managed Care Organization who 
participated in the transition and attended meetings and provided support to the MFP 
case manager as needed. At the end of the MFP year, the MCO case manager would 
become the primary service.  

 



“The MonitoringTeam reviewed vis, contact, and monitoring motes from the assigned
MEPand MCO ase managers. MFP and MCO case managars sere meeting with the
individuals monthly and some ofthe meetingswerevirtual
Caso management activity did not reflect that case managers ware roviewing data and
documentation to assess ISP implementation, stabilityof he transition, and
Teme mrereins dagerters Aoctodiis
he individual ndbroadly stated observations of seemed happyor having a good
lationship with housemates. Ornotes were sel corrspandence with provider
representatives about appointments. The cae noe format did not providecomprehensive
promptsto gathersubstantive information based onreviewofdocuments and interview
Irvotterlf soe Indian Yo Aer potenti oxeggroblem wit the
transitionor to identify areasofneeded followup with developmentofadequate

A noted the Monitoring Teas Baseline Report, case management services to monitor
reproA ErewtDe Esearpapeamen
process that needed immediate correction This was also noted i the Department of
Justice Investiguion of Glenwoodand Wabdward Resource Centersreport sued
12/8/21; lackof ole clarity regarding eyaspectsof ransiton planning farther
impedes the proces. Social workers, MCO case managers, and in some instances, MFP
arshare responsiltyfoengaging wilhpesosand pudians sbowt commmumny
‘services,identifyingoptions, andplanningfortransition. Stateofficialsacknowledge that
heresponsibiliesof each emai unless. Th lackof coordination contributed to
deficient informationsharingandsupport panning.

17. As noted in indicators 8-9 above, theState had implemented a system to identify and
‘monitor ndividunl who transition from GlenwoodResourceCentr fo atleast 365 days
following transition), but th system lacked substance.
Ieshonid sso be natedthtight individuals had passe swayaferdischarge from GRC:«Gre individualwasdischargedor 0 HBSwaive grouphomeanddied
approximatelyEE

+ Oneindividualwasdischargedon ER ne died in a sled nursing cil
approsimatelyBEEN+ Oneindividual was discharged on SEE anddied lids ater in a hospice
facil.

+ Oneindividual was discharged ony SE 0 HC group homeand diedSNE.
+ Oneindividual wasdischargedon SEEto a nursing home and diedNERNEY

laterin hospice services.
+ Anotherindividual was discharged to this same facilityor an iedJEN

days tern Hospice services.
+ One individual wasdischarged to a nursingfacility and diedJi days later.
«Another individual was discharged tothis same facilityorf]anddiedjilldayslater

An additonal four individualthat did nthe period revi by theMonitoring Team
‘were chosen fora mertaliyreview (individualJill individualJl. ncivicualJl and
IndividuolND
Throfthese had transitioned tothe community (Individual indica

IndividualJEN Reviewof dividual an Individual Suggested a significant
modfor iment in the transtioNees.
«Themedica team shold be reviewing deaths or GRC individualseven fthy had

transitioned othe community within the past rolling one year period However, this
9
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was not done. Consequently, there was no way to learn what happened and how the 
likelihood of death can be minimized, and the transition process improved. The 
medical department needs access to the community documents (nurses notes, death 
certificate, PCP notes, lab results, orders, etc.) to review deaths. Access to documents 
may be an inter-agency challenge, but the transition process should include a 
requirement that record availability is complete and timely from any community 
agency receiving an individual.  
 

• There was no or very little quality training that ensured an adequate knowledge 
based for the agency staff receiving the two individuals. Training needs to include 
shadowing, with components of agency staff being at GRC and observing the GRC staff 
interactions with the individual. Moreover, GRC staff need to follow the individual 
into the community at the time of transfer, and observe the agency staff doing ADLs, 
etc. to ensure there is proper food texture, the PNMP is followed for eating, 
positioning, bathing, cueing properly, etc. The shadowing should continue until the 
new staff demonstrate competency in all areas of care. This would take at a minimum 
of 48 continuous hours, but could take much longer.  
 

• There was the need to ensure there was a follow-up technical assistance team that 
was readily available for a year after the transition date, 24/7, to answer questions 
and make an urgent visit if needed. Threshold markers of when technical assistance is 
mandated need to be developed, such as, rapid weight loss of more than two pounds 
per week, two falls within a week, or development of skin breakdown. The member of 
the technical assistance team involved in that area (e.g., speech therapy for dysphagia 
issues) would be the member of the team that would interact and visit the home 
promptly with follow-up until resolution of the concern. 

 

• In the future, for nonverbal individuals, there should be a heightened need for a 
gradual transition process. Being blind or deaf (or both) requires additional steps, so 
that the transition process can meet their needs. For instance, if an individual were 
deaf and knew sign language and later developed blindness, the staff would be able to 
continue to sign the symbols on the palm of the individual’s hand. This would need to 
be taught to the receiving staff and they would need to know enough symbols. 
However, this can take months of planning and learning on the part of the agency staff 
prior to the final move. Another example is the recording of familiar staff and family 
voices to encourage meal intake and increase comfort with their unfamiliar 
environment and new staff. In such cases, having GRC staff jointly participate with the 
receiving agency staff may allow the individual to be more accepting of the unfamiliar 
environment. 

 
 

 
  



Section I: State Staff (212-215

TTDT:
there did appearto be some method to accumulate the data.

Sr
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 212,P ph 214,&Paragraph 215.

| ==TET
i Retentionofsufficient residential treatment workersperresident tosafelystaffGRC always.aCrerrLLmam:J
TRr——
i. Will occur annually.DEBiever
TrpHe

1. GRC was facingmultiple challenges inrecruitingand maintainingstaffing. The issueofATEToi-”aBhAr
multiplier formula of 1.8 (meaningthere will be 1.8 residentialtreatmentworkers filled
and budgetedforevery residentialtreatmentworker needed on shift) ormoreifSRE

2. APerformance Planning and Evaluationpolicy guidedthe ongoing reviewofstaffto
‘ensure continued competency. Thepolicy provided informationregarding the purposeofLE ETrT
individual trained as wellasthemanagerwhoprovidedthetrainingwith date completed.

3. The Centerwas asked to provide a policyforthe trainingof staffonhowto reporti aTaL.RT



Section J: Organizational Accountability (216-228)
Summary: Glenwood Resource Centerhad a full leadership team that consistedof the below professionals. In
addition, GRC was supported by Kelly Garcia-DirectorofIowa Health and Human Services and Cory Turner-
Division Administratorof lowa Human Services. Most complaints were responded to in a timely manner. As part
ofthe HHS website, there was access to multiple Consent Decree pages that explain the case and the process for
GRC to close.

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 216, Paragraph 218, Paragraph 219, Paragraph 220, Paragraph 227, and
Paragraph 228
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 217,Paragraph 221, Paragraph 223,Paragraph 225,&Paragraph 226

HHSStaffhas been identified to oversee operations at GRC.Theywill have oversight o ensure
compliance with SA provisions. (par. 216.217)

[| ie StasiogniSeboers oD sere oeed recommends regethe. [S|
par. 218

[3 HHSCentralOffice conductsregularinpersonvisitatGRC(par219) [sc |
[] ‘The State developed and trainedstaff in methodstoreport complaints with one method being. =<]

anonymous. (par. 220)

ES
[| ToSe rtd poring GRC basones concern hecomothe

investigation (par. 222)
7 [ GRC andHHSCentral Ofice developand implement efective mechanismsfor entiying, tracking, and

addressing trends regardingresident care and health outcomes. (par. 223)
“The State shall establish reliable measures oevaluate GRC’ organizational accountabilityfor resident
well-being, andshallensureregular reporting, analysis and, when necessary, corrective actions by GRC

and HHSCentralOffice. (par. 217, 225)
“The State shall establish aResident Council To enable GRE residents o make recommendationsand | NC
provide information to the GRC Superintendent (par: 225

[0 Stellstabilis method ofplcreporting Fat nlsQeporiog Grchon i) Gr [7 |
226)

[11THiSCentralOfficeshall reviewand approveal policies,andamendments tothem (par226) |SC |
Comments:
1. Glemwood ResourceCenterhad a full leadershipteam that consistedofthe below

professionals. Inaddition,GRCwassupportedbyKellyGarcia-Directorof owa Health and
Human Services andCory Turmer-Division Administratorof lowa HumanServices.

CoryTurner was currentlyservingas the Directorforall State-Operated Facilities and
reported directly tothe HHS Director. Per hisposition description, he was directly
responsibleforthe oversightofth six HHS 24/7 facilities. His role wastoensurethe
superintendent in charge of GRC developed and implemented strategic and effective
operational plans. He alongwithotherSate leadership were routinelyonsite and
involved as evidence ofpresence in meetingsvi signature sheet.

[BaggettKaren |TREATMENTPROGRAMADMINISTRATOR-AREAZ |

[Heimancom |apwivisTratoropnwrsve|
[muneer, aniet |pavsemvicesomecron|
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Iversen, Cade ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF INTEGRATED SERVICES 

Konfrst, Scott INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADMINISTRATOR 

Landeen, Dax 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF TREATMENT SUPPORT 
SERVICES 

Lovato, Darlene QUALITY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR 

Mayhew, Diane TREATMENT THERAPY SERVICES DIRECTOR 

Robinson, Kelly SOCIAL WORK ADMINISTRATOR 

Sayers, Heath ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT TREATMENT PROGRAM SVCS. 

Wade, John TREATMENT PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR - AREA 1 
 

2. Per report, the State currently engaged with stakeholders (including staff, parents, 
guardians, non-governmental entities with oversight responsibilities for GRC, and other 
stakeholders) to identify their goals, concerns, and recommendations regarding 
implementation of this Agreement. Additionally, the meetings were no longer combined 
with the other State Resource Center. 
 

3. See indicator 1. 
 

4. Documentation provided by GRC showed active training of the Center Complaint process, 
including methods to report anonymously.  

 
5. Three of the four complaints were followed for resolution in a timely manner. 

• For one staff, a complaint was filed on 3/5/23 regarding possible inappropriate 
interactions with a nurse and another on 3/23/23. An interview was not conducted 
until 4/6/23 regarding the incident on 3/23/23. 

• For the three other staff, investigations were completed in a timely manner.  
 

6. Not applicable for this review. 
 

7. See QM indicator 3. 
 

8. See QM indicator 3. 
 

9. There was no Resident Council in place that enabled GRC individuals to make 
recommendations regarding topics of interest to the Superintendent and HHS Central 
Office.  

 
10. As part of the HHS website, there was access to multiple Consent Decree pages that 

explained the case and the process for GRC to close. 
 

11. GRC policies had been, and continued to be, updated, and reviewed, but lacked evidence of 
review and approval by HHS prior to implementation. 

 
  



Summary: Data need to be added to the Quality Management program. This included engagement and skill
acquisition, choice/self-determination,staffcapacity, compliance with policies and procedures, and

referrals transitions to other providers. The QM program should include evidenceofHHS central office review
ofqualitydata inQualityCouncil meeting minutes (or however quality data review is typically documented).

Substantial Compliance: Paragraph 233.
Partial Compliance: Paragraph 229, Paragraph 230,&Paragraph 231

‘GRC’ qualitymanagementsystemshall include processes to ensure that the provision of dlinical careand
ServicesatGRCareconsistentwithcurrent,generally accepted professionalstandards and implemented in
anappropriate manner.Th Stat shal ensuredata related to the provisionofclinical careand services is
shared with GRC's QualityManagement program and that thedata is vali, dependable, analyzed,and
utilizedforGRC's quality improvement, pursuant tothe processesse forth in SectionIVK.(par: 66)

niUSalstandardsofcare. These processes timely and effectivelydetectproblems and ensure appropriate
correctivesteps are implemented. (par. 229)
"GC's quality management program shall effectively collect and evaluate valid and reliable data, including
data pertaining tothedomainsand topics listedbelow,sufficient to implement an effective continuous
quality improvement cycle.
‘GRC's quality management program shall usethis data ina continuous quality improvement cycle to
develop sufficient reliable measuresrelating tothe following domains,with correspondinggoalsand
timelines for expectedpositiveoutcomes, andtriggersfornegativeoutcomes.

A Quality Managementprogram shall collet, report on, andanalyzevalid andreliable data regarding GRC
Sufficient to identify overall trendsin the following domains:
i Safetyand freedom from harm
i. Physicalhealthandwell-being.
ii. Beh healthandwell-being.
iv. Engagement and skill acquisition
v. Choice/self-determination
vi Risk management
i Staffcapacity

ii Compliancewith policies and procedures
ix Roferral/transitionstootherproviders

par. 66,102211223230231)
[14]TheIDTutilizesthedataprovided throughthe QMprocesstodrivethedecision-makingprocess.(par.232)| NC |
[5 JHHSreviewstheroutineQMreporting(par.233) "sc |

HHS Central Ofce shall routinely monitorthequality 3nd effectiveness ofGRC’s Quality Management
program andtakeaction to improve the QualityManagementprogram when necessary.

“TheStateshall effectivelyidentify the needforand shall direct andmonitor the implementation and
effectivenessof neededcorrectiveactions andperformance improvement initiativeat GRC.
par. 23423

Ensuring accurate, effective, and timely documentation, reporting vestigation, analyses,and appropriate
remedial action regarding potential and actual medication variances.
i Potential and actual medication variances shallbereviewed by the Medication Variance Committee.

‘The Committe shallincludeat least onestaff member from the GRC Quality Management
‘Department, and all Committee members shall have received rainingin Quality Management.

iL TheCommitee shall address potential and actual medication variances usingacontinuous quality
improvement model.
par. 102 ii)

A a td.atGRC is consistent withcurren,generallyaccepted professional standards and implemented in an
appropriate manner.The State shallensure tha the Psychology Department sharesrestrictive intervention
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data with GRC’s Quality Management program, and that the data is valid, analyzed, and utilized for GRC’s 
quality improvement, pursuant to the processes set forth in Section IV.K. (par. 126) 

9  GRC’s quality management system shall include processes to ensure that the habilitation, training, 
education, and skill acquisition programs provided to GRC residents are consistent with current, generally 
accepted professional standards and implemented in an appropriate manner. The State shall ensure that 
data related to such programs is shared with GRC’s Quality Management program and that the data is valid, 
analyzed, and utilized for GRC’s quality improvement, pursuant to the processes set forth in Section IV.K. 
(par. 162) 

NC 

10  The State shall develop and implement quality assurance processes to ensure that ISPs, discharge plans, 
and transition plans are developed and implemented, in a documented manner, consistent with the terms 
of this Agreement. These quality assurance processes shall be sufficient to show whether the objectives of 
this Agreement are being advanced. Whenever problems are identified, the State shall develop and 
implement plans to remedy the problems. (par. 208) 

NC 

Comments: 
1. GRC submitted documentation of the Medical Quality Council dated 4/11/23, 5/9/23, 

6/13/23, and 7/11/23. Health care indicators reviewed each month included aspiration 
pneumonia, dehydration, bowel obstruction/ileus, respiratory infections, urinary tract 
infections, health care related infections, ER visits/on campus transfers/hospitalizations, 
skin breakdown, lacerations requiring closure with sutures or Dermabond, underweight 
status, obese status, and unplanned significant weight change. The Quality Council 
Meeting report and minutes provided evidence the medical department data were shared 
with the GRC Quality Management program.  
 
Trends were identified in the most recent rolling 12 months of data, but for the minutes of 
4/11/23 – 6/13/23, there was no discussion about which trends were significant and 
needed an action plan and responsible department. Hence, whenever problems were 
identified, there was no information as to the creation and implementation of corrective 
steps involving one or more of the healthcare departments. For the 7/11/23 meeting, the 
minutes indicated two recommendations with assigned party and follow-up date. The 
recommendations were specific to individual events. There was no systemic 
recommendation identified leading to an action step. A separate Interdisciplinary QI data 
form was submitted, which provided a summary of data per areas of risk, listed as a total 
per month for each of the defined risks. 

 
2. The quality management process and procedures were minimally consistent with current, 

generally accepted professional standards of care. GRC’s practices fell short of industry 
benchmarks or best practices in the following areas: 
• Data Reporting: Data were reported on a frequency (count) basis, which made it 

challenging to assess whether changes in the data required action or if they were 
simply a result of fluctuations in census (the number of people being tracked). 
Reporting data as a count may not provide sufficient context for meaningful analysis. 

• Timely Problem Detection: The inability to accurately compare data over time made it 
difficult to determine if problems were being detected in a timely manner. This 
implied that GRC may struggle to identify issues promptly and take appropriate 
corrective actions. 

 
It is recommended that GRC enhance its quality management processes and data 
reporting practices to facilitate better analysis and decision-making by implementing a 
methodology for normalizing the data, reporting it as a rate rather than a count. 
Normalization allows for meaningful comparisons over time and across different contexts, 
potentially improving the accuracy of data analysis. 

 
Alternatively, the summary of individuals with 5+ incident reports completed for Area 1 
in March and April 2023 and for Area 2 in March 2023 (no incidents met the trigger 
threshold for Area 2 in April 2023) included corrective steps, implementation, and results. 
With this threshold identified per individual, it is possible to compare data over time and 
to identify issues and corrective action for an individual. 
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3. GRC’s quality management program collected data and maintained a process for 
reviewing its monthly. The monthly Glenwood Resource Center Quality Indicator Report 
included data for over 250 outcome and performance measures that had been defined. 
However, there was no indication that all this data sets were reviewed and acted upon 
regularly. A subset of the quality indicator data was evaluated in greater detail in each 
month’s Quality Council report and discussed during the monthly Quality Council 
meetings. There remained domains that were required under the consent decree that 
were not reported within the quality management structure. See bullets below. 

 
Minutes were generated that summarized discussions during the Quality Council 
meetings. According to the Quality Management policy, last revised on 5/22/23, the 
minutes from the Quality Council meetings shall include the following information: 
corrective actions identified, the person responsible for implementation, and the due date. 
However, this was not the case. Instead, a separate, untitled document for recording 
remediation actions was initiated with the 3/21/23 meeting and was maintained through 
the meeting on 8/15/23. Although, it appeared that tasks that were determined to be 
completed (closed) during previous meetings were removed from the document dated 
8/28/23 for the 8/15/23 meeting. It is recommended that GRC develop a system for 
documenting corrective actions, person responsible, and due date that can be tied to each 
month’s Quality Council discussion. At minimum, all identified actions and their status 
should be maintained.  

 
A review of minutes from the Quality Council meetings dated 3/21/23, 4/18/23, 5/16/23, 
and 8/15/23 and the untitled list of remediation actions resulted in the following 
observations. The document review included meetings through May and the Monitor 
observed the August production. The July report was requested, but not provided.  
• Data for each indicator was shown as compared to the previous month, but no 

indication of trends over time.  
• Pharmacy data was made available and reviewed during the 8/15/23 Quality Council 

meeting. Prior to that meeting, this information and data were not provided. 
• Extensive analysis of medication variances was included in all the referenced 

minutes, along with remediation actions planned and/or implemented. 
• Information about types of community outings completed by recreation staff was 

included in the minutes for the 8/15/23 Quality Council meeting. This detail had 
previously not been included. 

 
For the domains specified in the Consent Decree, the Quality Management data did not 
include the following: 
• Engagement and skill acquisition 
• Choice and self determination 
• Staff capacity 
• Compliance with policies and procedures 
• Referrals / transitions to other providers 

 
Data and information on these topics may be included in other reports (e.g., employee 
vacancy and staff assignment reports, Glenwood Resource Center Transition and 
Discharge Monitoring Report, Glenwood Resource Center Transition Barrier, and 
Guardian Preference Report) or compiled through other processes (e.g., Individual 
Implementation Program Monitoring Procedure and ISP reviews), but these data were not 
included in the Quality Management data. 

 
4. There was no documented or reported indication that quality management data were 

used by the IDTs to drive decision making. 
 

5. Evidence of review of Quality Council data was observed in email exchanges between the 
State-Operated Facilities Division Director and GRC staff. The email exchanges occurred 
prior to the 8/15/23 Quality Council Meeting minutes, but they were not initially included 
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in the analysis of the Quality Council Report. This indicated that the exchange was not 
formally part of the quality management program at that time.  
 
The evidence of oversight of quality data was eventually included in the minutes for the 
meeting held on 8/15/23. However, it was placed in a section titled, HHS Oversight 
Questions/Concerns at the end of the minutes, rather than being associated with specific 
topics discussed during the meeting. It is recommended that the comments and 
discussions related to the oversight of quality data be associated with each specific topic 
discussed during the Quality Council Meeting. This would ensure clarity and transparency, 
making it evident that these discussions were based on relevant data and were acted upon 
as appropriate. This may improve the organization and accessibility of information for 
future reference and decision-making. 

 
6. Other than cited in the previous item, there was no indication that the Quality 

Management program was specifically monitored by HHS Central Office staff. During an 
interview with the State-Operated Facilities Division Director, it was mentioned that there 
were plans to hire someone skilled in data management who would support quality 
management, but this had not been accomplished at the time of the monitoring visit. It 
was also mentioned in an interview with central office staff that HHS Central Office 
Management Analyst had responsibilities for monitoring Consent Decree compliance. 
Specific details of these duties were not relayed. It is recommended that a formal schedule 
and procedure be developed and implemented to clearly outline HHS responsibilities for 
this oversight, the frequency of review, and expected actions.  
 

7. Accurate reporting of medication variances was not consistently observed. Based upon a 
review of the May/June 2023 MARS for seven individuals, six of the seven showed 
gaps/issues with documentation and could not find variance data/documentation for 
potential variances 1-2. 

 
The Quality Management Director chaired the Medication Variance Committee. Evidence 
of training in Quality Management for all Medication Variance Committee members was 
not found.  
 
The Monitoring Team Nurse was present to observe the Medication Variance Committee 
meeting 8/17/23 and, afterwards, interviewed the AON who chaired the committee.  
  
The Medication Variance Committee meeting was well organized, with a brief but 
thorough discussion about the best course of corrective action for reported medication 
variances reviewed. The focus was on variances level 3-9 (that reached the individuals) 
from their agenda list. Present were QA, Residential, Medical, and AON.  
  
The facility took steps to reduce medication variances. The Nursing Administrator 
provided information that the reported rate of variances is trending downward over the 
past three months, and that the process changes implemented included:  

• A policy for the Medication Variance Committee was implemented since the 
February 2023 monitoring review, and the format for action plans modified. 

• The Medication Variance Committee meets weekly, allowing for timely responses 
to occur, including planning, and tracking corrective actions (retraining, if 
indicated, formal counseling and HR/administrative actions if indicated). 

• Actual administration of medications and treatments are now completed 
primarily by licensed nurses (LPNs, RNs). The use of Certified Medication Aides 
was reduced to “as needed.” 

• Upon exchange dates with pharmacy, RNs are now reviewing the orders, bubble 
packs, labels, and MARs to catch any potential error before it reaches an 
individual. 

 
Minutes from the Quality Council meetings on 3/21/23, 4/18/23, 5/16/23, and 8/15/23 
included an analysis of types of actual and potential variances. Minutes from the 4/18/23 
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meeting included a list of remediation actions. One item in the list was that QIDPs would 
also start doing weekly compliance checks. The Monitoring Team interviewed five QIDPs 
during the visit and all confirmed that this activity was completed at least weekly. 

 
8. The monthly Quality Council Meeting report included data on restrictive interventions, 

both the number of individuals subjected to any form of restrictive intervention and the 
number of individuals with restrictive intervention(s) based on a peer's identified needs. 
However, it was noted in the minutes for the Quality Council meetings that these data 
were not provided by the Psychology Department. Specifically, the note indicated the 
responsibility for these data shifted from the house psychologist to the QIDPs in July 
2020. It was further observed that recommended action for the 4/18/23 Quality Council 
meeting included having the psychologist review pica diagnosis and how data were 
collected. This suggests that a psychologist was not routinely involved in verifying the 
validity and reliability of these data and analyzing it. 
 
The Quality Report also contained information about programs with approved restrictive 
interventions by the Human Rights Committee, as well as a detailed analysis of restraint 
use. 
 
It is not possible to determine if remediation plans were developed and executed for 
issues that arose and if the plans were consistently completed. The Quality Council 
meetings now maintained a separate, untitled document for recording remediation 
actions, starting from the 3/21/23 meeting. An example from the 4/18/23 meeting 
demonstrated a month-to-month increase of six individuals with restrictive interventions 
(from 61 in February 2023 to 67 in March 2023). However, the tracking document for 
remediation showed two recommended actions for the same individual (Individual #7), 
overlooking the other five new cases that required restrictive interventions in March 
2023. 
 
Additionally, a review of minutes from the 2/21/23 Quality Council meeting indicated a 
discrepancy. That is, actions needed should have been noted for the increase of two 
individuals requiring restrictive intervention from December 2022 to January 2023, but 
this documentation was absent. 
 

9. GRC engaged in several processes designed to evaluate habilitation, training, education, 
and skill acquisition programs. During an interview with the QIDP supervisor and five 
QIDPs, it was shared that they completed monitoring activities for engagement, 
medication administration, and Individual Implementation Programs. The supervisor was 
responsible for managing these activities completed by the QIDPs and to complete them 
personally. The supervisor also completed the Unannounced Rounds Tool at least weekly 
at each program. A review of the documents for two weeks prior to the onsite monitoring 
visit revealed these checklists were completed for each program on 7/28/23, 8/3/23 or 
8/4/23, 8/6/23, and 8/10/23 or 8/11/23. The day of the week and time of observations 
and checklist completion varied. 
 
A newly appointed Quality Management Coordinator completed reviews of individual 
service plans using the ISP Performance Measures for Compliance–2023 Format 
document. It included the minimum standard and the best practice standard for many 
areas. This was a recent practice that lapsed when a previous Quality Management 
Coordinator terminated employment. As of the time of the monitoring visit, the current 
QM Coordinator had completed two reviews. These reviews appeared very thorough and 
provided guidance for developing a more complete, detailed ISP.  

 
The documentation maintained for the above processes was on a case-by-case basis. 
There was no mention of aggregate data analysis validation or utilization of data as part of 
the Quality Management program. It is recommended to include this aggregated data or 
other data on habilitation, training, education, and skill acquisition programs to gain 
insights, identify trends, and make informed decisions.  
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Additionally, the observation form may need improvement. Some items on the checklist 
were subjective and lacked observable, measurable criteria. Consider reviewing and 
updating the form to include specific, objective assessment criteria or provide clear 
definitions for terms presently on the form. For example, the phrase activity enhances 
social development was subjective and should be clarified. Reviewing and updating 
assessment forms to make them more objective will lead to more consistent and reliable 
evaluations. 

 
Data on length of stay at GRC was not available. Admission date was recorded on each 
individual’s Face sheet, but data were not aggregated for the GRC population. 

 
10. GRC maintained a monthly report titled Glenwood Resource Center Transition and 

Discharge Monitoring. This report included a listing of individuals who discharged from 
GRC and narrative of any follow-up since discharge. A spreadsheet listing all individuals, 
discharge date, provider, and follow-up activity was also maintained. However, there was 
no indication that the State had a formal process to assess that ISPs, discharge plans, and 
transition plans were developed and implemented and no evidence of problem 
identification or plans to remedy any problems. 

 




